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Abstract
Many methods for learning from video sequences involve temporally processing 2D CNN fea-
tures from the individual frames or directly utilizing 3D convolutions within high-performing
2D CNN architectures. The focus typically remains on how to incorporate the temporal
processing within an already stable spatial architecture. This research explores the use of
convolution LSTMs to simultaneously learn spatial- and temporal-information in videos. A
deep network of convolutional LSTMs allows the model to access the entire range of tempo-
ral information at all spatial scales of the data. This work first constructs an MNIST-based
video dataset with parameters controlling relevant facets of common video-related tasks:
classification, ordering, and speed estimation. Models trained on this dataset are shown to
differ in key ways depending on the task and their use of 2D convolutions, 3D convolutions,
or convolutional LSTMs. An empirical analysis indicates a complex, interdependent rela-
tionship between the spatial and temporal dimensions with design choices having a large
impact on a network’s ability to learn the appropriate spatiotemporal features. In addition,
experiments involving convolution LSTMs for action recognition and lipreading demonstrate
the model is capable of selectively choosing which spatiotemporal scales are most relevant
for a particular dataset. The proposed deep architecture also holds promise in other applica-
tions where spatiotemporal features play a vital role without having to specifically cater the
design of the network for the particular spatiotemporal features existent within the problem.
Our model has comparable performance with the current state of the art achieving 83.4% on
the Lip Reading in the Wild (LRW) dataset. Additional experiments indicate convolutional
LSTMs may be particularly data hungry considering the large performance increases when
fine-tuning on LRW after pretraining on larger datasets like LRS2 (85.2%) and LRS3-TED
(87.1%). However, a sensitivity analysis providing insight on the relevant spatiotemporal
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temporal features allows certain convolutional LSTM layers to be replaced with 2D con-
volutions decreasing computational cost without performance degradation indicating their
usefulness in accelerating the architecture design process when approaching new problems.
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Constructing computer systems capable of gaining a high-level understanding of videos re-
mains a key area of focus within the field of computer vision. The evidence for this gain of
understanding becomes apparent through such systems displaying the ability to learn math-
ematical functions in an automated fashion capable of emulating much of what is possible
by the human visual system. The demand has grown for such systems as video data be-
comes more prevalent in today’s society. Videos are everywhere. Over 500 hours of footage
is uploaded to YouTube per minute, not to mention social media, news, movies, TV shows,
security cameras, body worn cameras, and more. The influence of such systems under-
standing this footage is far-reaching including automated cars, industrial applications with
robotic workers, video search, automated medicine, generation of fake videos, and law en-
forcement monitoring. All of these applications involve underlying tasks which can be split
into corresponding sub-problems of computer vision; recognition, detection and tracking,
segmentation, ego-motion estimation, and motion detection. Recent advancements in deep
learning and greater access to video datasets has fueled significant amounts of progress in
computer vision for videos over the past decade.
Deep learning, a subset of the larger field of machine learning, is about learning a functional
mapping of inputs to outputs from labeled data. The underlying approaches of deep learning
for videos has its origin tightly coupled with those of its neighboring problems; namely image
processing and natural language processing. Deep learning for image processing involves
creating deep networks capable of automatically learning the spatial features describing the
content of static images. Deep learning for natural language processing involves similar
networks to learn the sequential features of written language. As a video is a sequence of 2D
images, it is natural the approach to videos has been to utilize successful 2D image networks
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along with successful temporal networks for understanding language.
Although all of these techniques at their core are neural networks, the way these networks
consume and process information differ between problems depending on the structured na-
ture of their input. It was quickly discovered that image networks leveraging the spatial re-
lationship between input pixels via 2D convolution operations outperformed spatial-agnostic
networks built from fully-connected layers. Similarly, natural language processing networks
produce far more meaningful outputs when they are capable of operating on large amounts
of text context as opposed to handling each word separately.
Does the combination of networks designed for these sub-problems yield high-performing
networks for automated video tasks? A network for videos must be capable of learning
spatiotemporal features. This segues into the central thesis of this work: Individual con-
sideration of the spatial and temporal dimensions remains insufficient for problems dealing
with spatiotemporal features. This research explores the use and comparison of deep net-
works constructed from convolutional LSTMs with other various spatiotemporal techniques.
That is, 2D convolutions are used within an LSTM structure providing the network with the
capacity to learn features at many combinations of spatial and temporal scales. The main
contributions are as follows:
This is the first deep network made up entirely of convolutional LSTMs.
• The model is shown to successfully learn relevant spatiotemporal features from the
data without having to specifically cater the design of the network for a particular
problem. This achieves competitive performance for human action recognition and
lipreading datasets.
• A novel sensitivity analysis using a trained convolutional LSTM model shows the
relevant spatiotemporal features for a particular dataset which can be used to facilitate
the architecture design process. The analysis supports the design of the competing 3D
convolutional model for lipreading.
• Convolutional LSTMs experience the same benefit when upgrading to high-performing
2D image architectures. Models built with convolutional LSTMs are likely to benefit
from any future progress in image processing.
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• Models are capable of utilizing 2D convolutions along with convolutional LSTMs
demonstrating the ability to intermix temporally capable modules with spatial-only
processing modules to reduce the number of parameters and total computation with-
out sacrificing performance.
Experiments on a constructed video dataset provide valuable insight into the impact of
architecture design for spatiotemporal learning.
• It is advantageous to utilize spatiotemporal building blocks directly as opposed to
separating the spatial and temporal processing. The additional connections grant
the model access to the temporal information early in the network which improves
performance.
• Deep networks built with 3D convolutions are inherently biased towards a particular set
of spatiotemporal features depending on how they are used and their hyperparameter
selection.
• Even the same dataset requires learning vastly different spatiotemporal features de-
pending on the nature of the task
1.1 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses the building blocks of neural networks and how these building blocks are
inherently constrained providing both advantages and disadvantages to networks related to
their representation power, their number of free parameters, their computational complexity,
and their ability to learn complex functions. Chapter 3 explores the progression of deep
networks in the neighboring fields of image processing and natural language processing and
how these fields effectively use the aforementioned building blocks to construct networks in
regards to the ever-increasing datasets and computational resources. Chapter 4 discusses
the individual components of spatiotemporal features which are necessary to consider when
constructing deep networks for video. Chapter 5 takes a step backwards and attempts to
understand how various video techniques operate on a more fundamental level. Multiple
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models are trained on a novel MNIST-based video dataset. By directly parameterizing the
video sequence to control for visible spatiotemporal features and training on multiple video
related tasks, the performance of these techniques is shown to differ in key ways. Chapter
6 discusses experiments utilizing deep networks of convolutional LSTMs for human action
recognition. Unsupervised training of networks for frame prediction show promise in their
ability to replace the pre-processed optical flow inputs for learning spatiotemporal features.
The spatial features remain more important in action recognition suggesting convolutional
LSTMs will have additional opportunities to improve performance as more difficult video
tasks are studied. Chapter 7 discuesses the use of convolutional LSTMs for the task of
lipreading both single words and with additional context to lipread sentences. The model is
shown to be capable of learning the relevant spatiotemporal features and provides evidence
for why alternative spatiotemporal techniques have and have not been successful. Chapter





2.1 Universal Approximation Theorem
The Universal Approximation Theorem (UAT) [1] states a single layer network with a finite
number of neurons can approximate any continuous function arbitrarily close. Given a video
input x ∈ Rh×w×c×T , where h is the pixel height, w is the pixel width, c is the number of color
channels, and T is the number of frames, a single layer network constructed with ho hidden
units is technically sufficient for all video related tasks. In practice, various techniques such
as convolutions are used in place of fully connected networks due to the unknown number
of hidden units ho necessary, the large number of parameters, and the unproven ability to
learn such functions via stochastic gradient descent.
In the particular case of convolutions, their use constrain networks to operate only on
small, local neighborhoods of the input. On the other hand, each element of the output
from a fully connected layer is dependent on the full spatial and temporal dimensions. That
is, convolutions have a lower representation power with the capability to approximate only a
subset of all functions on the input. In spite of this limitation, convolutional neural networks
enjoy widespread use and have demonstrated success on a wide variety of machine learning
tasks. The success of such networks depends on particular architecture design choices. As
an example, the region of the input contributing to the output of a convolutional layer is
called the receptive field. Each successive convolution increases that receptive field. Should a
feature necessary for the output exist outside of the current receptive field, a model designer
can construct a deeper network by adding additional layers.
A wide variety of neural network building blocks exist beyond convolutions, each with
varying levels of constraints. Depending on the nature of the task and the structure of
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the input, network designers utilize various building blocks in creative ways to alleviate
problems, such as the example above with the receptive field, caused by these constraints.
The construction of successful networks remains somewhat of an art-form with significant
amounts of time and effort spent researching feasible designs.
This may seem like a complex workaround considering the constraints could be lifted
by simply using a fully connected layer. However, empirical evidence suggests these com-
plex designs are critical to the success of deep learning models which requires more than
just constructing networks with a high representation power. These constrained building
blocks typically exploit some level of inherent structure in the input and vary in regards
to: (i) number of free parameters, (ii) computational complexity; (iii) and their degree of
learnability.
Constructing larger networks with a higher representation power is necessary to learn
complex functions at the cost of requiring larger datasets to prevent overfitting. The im-
plementation and training of such networks must deal with the computational constraints
of modern hardware. With no guarantees of finding a global minimum, large models re-
quire special considerations to improve their ability to learn such complex functions during
stochastic gradient descent.
2.2 Building Blocks for Constructing Deep Networks
2.2.1 Fully Connected Layers (FC)
For an input x ∈ Rdi and desired output y ∈ Rdi , a fully connected layer has learnable
parameters W ∈ Rdo×di with bias term b ∈ Rdo .
f(x) = y = σ(Wx+ b) (2.1)
As shown in Figure 2.1, a simple neural network can be made up of multiple fully connected
layers. The nonlinear activation function[2] σ for intermediate layers is typically chosen as
the sigmoid function, the rectified linear unit (ReLU), or the hyperbolic tangent function.
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For the final layer, the softmax function is used to create a pseudo-probability distribution
typically seen for purposes of a classification network. Although deep networks in practice
are rarely constructed entirely of fully connected layers, they remain an essential building
block and are often contained within other building blocks as a single element.
Figure 2.1: A simple neural network with a single hidden layer and output layer.
2.2.2 2D Convolutions (Conv2D)
The convolution remains at the core of 2D spatial networks. An input image x ∈ Rh×w×cin
has three dimensions: pixel height h, pixel width w, and color channels cin. A convolutional
layer consists of learnable filters K ∈ Rcin×cout×nh×nw with bias term b ∈ Rcout . The kernel
size is typically set to (nh, nw) = (3, 3). The number of input channels cin depends on
the previous layer (cin = 3 for RGB images) and the number of output channels cout is
a hyperparameter similar to the number of hidden units in a fully connected layer. The
convolution operation can be viewed as a sliding window calculation performed across the
entirety of the input which results in an output feature map y ∈ Rh×w×cout which can be
7








Ko,k,m,nxi+m,j+n,o + bk (2.2)
Convolutions have shared weights as the same learnable filter K is repeatedly used over
the input image. Consider a 200x200 pixel input image with three color channels. A convo-
lutional layer utilizing a 3x3 kernel with cout = 100 has a total of 3 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 ∗ 100 = 2.7 ∗ 103
free parameters. This is significantly fewer than a fully connected layer which has a total of
200 ∗ 200 ∗ 3 ∗ 100 = 1.2 ∗ 107 free parameters when the hidden dimension is set to ho = 100.
This greatly reduces overfitting.
Additionally, this provides a degree of translation invariance due to the local connectivity
of the operation. These layers exploit the spatial relationships between only the neighbor-
ing pixels within its receptive field. A detectable feature within the receptive field of a
kernel will provide a large response regardless of where the feature is located within the
image. Although a fully-connected layer is capable of detecting this same feature, it would
require multiple training inputs with the same feature in all locations as the weights must be
learned separately without sharing. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the receptive field gradually
increases in size with each additional layer.
Figure 2.2: Successive convolutions increase the visual receptive field. In this particular case, a
single pixel at the second layer has a 3x3 receptive field in relation to the input while a single
pixel at the third layer has a 5x5 receptive field in relation to the input.
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The local structure of an image remains an important element for a variety of tasks such
as object detection. It is important to know a feature is present as well as its location. As
the output of a convolution is another image, this spatial structure is maintained whereas
the output of a fully connected layer has only a single dimension. However, with large input
images, maintaining this structure requires a significant degree of computation for each
subsequent layer. Local sub-sampling, such as max pooling[3], is frequently used to decrease
the spatial resolution between layers which reduces computation and provides a degree of
distortion resistance as the exact location of a particular feature becomes less precise.
Although convolutional layers provide a wide array of benefits, it comes at the cost of
more design choices. The kernel size and depth of the network must size the receptive
field appropriately for a particular task. The network designer must specify when to utilize
sub-sampling to control the computational complexity without hindering its representation
power.
2.2.3 3D Convolutions (Conv3D)
3D convolutions are simply modified 2D convolutions for inputs with an additional dimen-
sion. Although they could be used with any 4D volume of data as input, they naturally
extend techniques for image processing to videos. The benefits of 2D convolutions for image
data, namely weight sharing, translation invariance, and local connectivity, are an aspect of
3D convolutions as well. Using a larger stride in the temporal dimension of the convolution
will both reduce computation and increase the temporal receptive field at a faster rate, al-
lowing long-term features to be captured earlier within the network at the cost of reduced
temporal resolution.
Convolutions exploiting the local connectivity in images and treating both spatial dimen-
sions in the same way has motivations stemming from the statistics of natural images. The
width and height are symmetrical. Natural occurring images, as opposed to random im-
ages, are scale invariant and isotropic[4]. With the inclusion of the temporal dimension
from videos, studies about the perception of the human visual system indicate biases and
illusions stemming from the fact that all velocities are not equally likely. In this sense, there
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is no inherent reason to treat the temporal as simply an extra spatial dimension as is done
with 3D convolutions. This is further illustrated by considering that gaps in the temporal
dimension remain common. Heavily related events may be separated by temporal gaps like
watching a TV show with commercials or planning long-term strategy in board games.
2.2.4 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
An alternative method for handling 1D temporal data are recurrent neural networks (RNN).
The most prevalent, the Long Short-Term Memory Unit (LSTMs), is a gated RNN which
first appeared in [5]. Sequences are processed one input at a time with each additional
input also receiving information from previous timesteps. LSTMs contain an internal cell
state ct (cf. equation 2.3 below) and calculates a hidden state ht utilized as the output for
subsequent layers as well as for state-to-state transitions. The various gates control the flow
of information from the input xt and previous output ht−1 to the internal cell state ct and
subsequent output ht. The gates are intuitively named: (i) the input gate it controls what
new information to focus on; (ii) the cell gate c̃t controls what information from the input
gate should be added to the cell state ct; (iii) the forget gate ft controls what should be
discarded from the previous cell state ct−1; and (iv) the output gate ht controls what should
be passed on from the cell state ct to subsequent layers.
ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf )
it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi)
ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + bo)
c̃t = it  tanh(Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc)
ct = ft  ct−1 + c̃t
ht = ot  tanh(ct)
(2.3)
Each LSTM unit contains eight fully connected layers: four layers W• for the various gates
with the current input xt and four layers U• for the various gates with the previous output
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Figure 2.3: A graphical representation of an LSTM unit based on Equation 2.3
ht−1. This remains computationally expensive although outperforms non-gated recurrent
neural networks. The primary benefit of utilizing LSTMs in favor of convolutions is the
network has access to the full range of temporal information providing the capability to
learn features of any length. A convolutional layer is only capable of learning features
within its receptive field specified by the network designer. However, LSTMs remain more
prone to overfitting and have slower convergence rates during training.
2.2.5 Convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM)
2D convolutions process the spatial information in images. LSTMs process the temporal
information of sequences. A convolutional LSTM is meant to capture the established benefits
of convolutions applied to images and the longer-context from LSTMs applied to sequences
when processing videos. All of the fully connected layers within an LSTM are replaced with
convolution operations. Convolutional LSTMs process single frames of a video at a time.
Now that the input xt is an image, the cell state ct and output ht can be viewed as images
of appropriate size maintained by the network with relevant information based on what it
11
has seen in the past.
ft = σ(Wf ∗ xt + Uf ∗ ht−1 + bf )
it = σ(Wi ∗ xt + Ui ∗ ht−1 + bi)
ot = σ(Wo ∗ xt + Uo ∗ ht−1 + bo)
c̃t = it  tanh(Wc ∗ xt + Uc ∗ ht−1 + bc)
ct = ft  ct−1 + c̃t
ht = ot  tanh(ct)
(2.4)
Figure 2.4: A visualization of convolutional LSTMs with Xt representing the input and (Ht,Ct)
representing the hidden-to-hidden feature map and internal cell state. Image from [6].
The advantages and disadvantages over its counterpart, the 3D convolution, are similar
to the differences established in the previous section between 1D convolutions and LSTMs.
However, the comparison between 3D convolutions and convolutional LSTMs is further com-
plicated due to the temporal information appearing at multiple spatial scales. Considering
all spatial networks utilize 2D convolutions, which have progressively growing receptive fields
and decreasing spatial resolution as the network deepens, there is now a combinatorial as-
pect to consider between the spatial and temporal information. This complication will be
elaborated upon in further sections.
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Chapter 3
PROGRESSION OF DEEP LEARNING
3.1 Image Processing
3.1.1 Early History
Image processing involves designing computer systems capable of automatically extracting
high level information from images. Although deep learning and image processing are now
frequently mentioned in the same breath, the modern incarnation of convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) did not appear until the 2010s. [7] used 49 hand-crafted feature extractor
templates and combined their corresponding feature maps in creative ways to create a nu-
merical representation of an image containing hand-written digits. This representation was
then used to train a single-layer neural network classifier on a large database of images. The
pre-processing stage, called feature engineering, remained separate of the machine learning
process. The network could automatically learn which features are most important for clas-
sification although it relied on the hand-crafted features as input which were often times
labor intensive to create.
[8] successfully combined these two independent stages by creating a convolutional neu-
ral network. As shown in Figure 3.1, the raw image is input to two convolutional layers
before collapsing into fully connected layers for the classification output. [9] took this a
step further by training LeNet-5 (shown in Figure 3.2), a seven layer network with five
convolutional layers. Backpropagation is performed through the full network allowing the
system to automatically learn the kernel coefficients demonstrating an ability to operate
directly on large amounts of low-level information. The paper also compared multiple fully
connected networks to a single layer convolutional network, LeNet-1, with all of the fully
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Figure 3.1: An early CNN architecture used to classify hand-drawn digits. The convolutional
kernels are learned via backpropagation as opposed to being hand-crafted.[8]
connected networks resulting in a larger error rate. Increasing the number of convolutions
to create LeNet-5 improved even further. The choice of using 2D convolutions in favor of
fully connected layers remains paramount to the success of image processing networks.
Figure 3.2: LeNet-5[9] is one of the first “deep” convolutional neural networks and achieves high
performance classifying hand-written digits.
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Design of Deep Networks with Constrained Building Blocks
Although the feature engineering stage is incorporated into training, there is still a degree
of expertise necessary related to the architecture design. Although convolutional layers are
constrained fully-connected layers with reduced functional capacity, the fewer parameters
and degree of translation invariance were shown to be desirable qualities given the compu-
tational constraints and relatively small dataset size at the time. It has less capabilities yet
a greater degree of learnability. This concept remains important for all applications within
deep learning. All modern deep networks utilize building-blocks with built in constraints. It
is difficult to distinguish causes of error whether it be due to the constraints (i.e. the inability
of the network function to have a correct output even at a network’s global minimum) or
due to its ability to learn the function via gradient descent (i.e. is it possible to even reach
it’s global minimum?).
3.1.2 Modern Era
As deep networks require substantial amounts of data and computation, their recent surge
in popularity corresponds primarily with easily accessible image data on the internet and
graphics processing units (GPUs). The convolution operation lends itself to parallel com-
putations where GPUs excel. [10][11] utilized a GPU-implemented CNN with a 10-60×
speedup over its optimized CPU implementation and set records on multiple image classifi-
cation benchmarks.
AlexNet[12] won the 2012 ImageNet[13] competition; an image classification benchmark
with a database of over a million labeled images from a thousand various classes. As seen in
Figure 3.3, it is essentially a variant of LeNet-5 with more weights and operating on a larger
input image.
[14] addressed the depth aspect of CNN architectures. Multiple variants of a similar net-
work achieved smaller error as more layers were added. Training the deeper variants is
non-trivial with their deepest 19-layer CNN unable to be trained from a random initializa-
tion. A shallow network is trained until convergence with newly-initialized layers added in
until the desired depth is achieved.
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Figure 3.3: AlexNet[12] won the 2012 ImageNet competition for image classification.
Although training is difficult, after a model is trained, it can be used as a feature extractor
on other datasets. The network is initialized to its ImageNet pretrained state and fine-
tuned on separate tasks. This powerful technique is known as transfer learning. Although
these deep networks require large amounts of data, even problems with small datasets have
achieved impressive results by way of transfer learning [15][16][17]. A network pretrained
for image classification on a large dataset like ImageNet[13] has shown to yield great results
in nearly all other computer vision domains: semantic segmentation [18], object detection
[19][20][21], caption generation[22], and more.
Two breakthroughs helped circumvent the difficulties of training deep networks. Batch
Normalization (BN) [23] is a technique with learnable parameters to re-center and re-scale
the inputs of each layer which stabilizes training and allows larger learning rates. [24]
reformulated layers to learn a residual function with reference to the input as shown in
Figure 3.4. This, in combination with Batch Normalization, allowed training of significantly
deeper networks with ResNet-152 (depth of 152 layers) winning the ImageNet competition
in 2015. This is 8× deeper than VGG-19[14] and, due to the bottleneck design (right side
of Figure 3.4), has fewer parameters.
Design Tradeoffs for Improving Performance
The historical era demonstrated constrained building-blocks (2D Convolutions over FC) are
good for constructing computationally feasible networks with a high-degree of learnabil-
ity even with small datasets. The modern era began with VGG19 extending the depth
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Figure 3.4: Residual blocks from the ResNet[24] architecture with (left) and without (right) a
bottleneck. The bottleneck allows a wider (i.e. more channels) and deeper (i.e. more layers)
network with fewer parameters by utilizing 1x1 convolutions.
of AlexNet for greater representation power at the cost of increased computation and re-
duced learnability. Residual networks extended the basic 2D Convolution building-block
with an additional short-cut connection correcting the issues with VGG19. There is a
“back-and-forth” between making networks more (or less) capable and less (or more) learn-
able/computationally feasible. This “back-and-forth” remains in all applications of deep
learning even now.
3.2 Natural Language Processing
3.2.1 Language Modeling
Natural Language Processing (NLP) deals with the design of computer systems and their
ability to understand human language. In a similar vein to image processing, early NLP
systems relied upon hand-crafted rules in an attempt to encode expert knowledge. As
written language is undoubtedly complex, the field shifted away from these labor-intensive
approaches to more statistical based approaches. With large amounts of digital text data
becoming more readily accessible, machine learning systems showed promise in automatically
learning these language rules.
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Discussing the progress of NLP systems is more easily understood through the context
of language modeling. A language model is a probability over a distribution of words.
That is, it expresses the probability of such a sequence occurring. [25] used the conditional
probability of predicting a word given its context to train the first neural network language
model. The model, shown in Figure 3.5, passes a one-hot encoding of each context word
independently through a fully-connected layer to create a low-dimensional word embedding.
The embeddings of context words are concatenated together before being passed through
another fully-connected layer to predict the target word. Due to computational constraints,
the model uses a relatively small vocabulary size of 17,000 and a context window of five
words. Through this training, the model circumvents the need for hand-engineered features
by directly learning the embedding matrix C.
Figure 3.5: The first neural network for language modeling[25] concatenates the outputs from
multiple word embeddings in order to predict the missing word.
With the use of a fixed context window, adding additional layers does not necessarily create
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a more capable model. Although it would have higher a representation power, the model
would remain unable to make predictions requiring information contained outside of the
constrained window size. [26] extended the previous architecture by utilizing convolutional
layers after the embedding layer. The effective window size now grows as additional layers are
added providing the model the potential to learn longer-context relationships. This is similar
to the original motivation for the design of LeNet-5. Stacks of convolutions increase the
amount of pixel context in the original image for each subsequent layer while still benefiting
from the reduced number of parameters which prevents overfitting. Language modeling with
convolutions is the same principle except with 1D sequence data as opposed to 2D image
data.
The first language model described above has a fixed context size. The convolutional
model can be modified with additional layers to increase the context size but this must
still be set by the architecture designer and decided upon before training. A model capable
of learning both how much and what context is necessary would eliminate the difficulty of
tuning an additional hyperparameter. [27] extended the state of the art in language modeling
with the use recurrent neural networks.
As shown in Figure 3.6, the model processes words in order while maintaining an internal
state deemed the context. The input at a particular time t is the concatenation of the word
embedding from the previous layer with the context from time t-1. Each layer consists of
two fully connected layers: the first determines the updated context at time t based on the
current input and the second determines the output at time t based on the updated context.
The information contained in the context can technically be cycled within the network for
any arbitrary length providing an unlimited context window should the network learn to do
so.
The highest performing RNN networks took several weeks to train on a reduced dataset
of ten million words which is substantially slower than the convolutional model. Although
training is faster, the convolutional model still took seven days to train on 631 million words
from Wikipedia. All of these models had been shown to benefit from additional training
data and as datasets were growing in size, the computational burden of training such models
became more burdensome. [28] went in a backwards direction popularizing the word2vec
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Figure 3.6: A visualization of a simple recurrent neural network from [27].
technique. By removing the hidden layer, a word2vec model could be trained on a dataset
of 33 billion words with an embedding dimension an order of magnitude larger in a single
day in comparison to the weeks or months needed to train competing methods. Although
word2vec has less representation power and smaller context than RNN or CNN models, it
is significantly faster and easier to train. Two versions are shown in Figure 3.7.
Difficulties of Increasing Context and More Data
Similar to the early era of image processing, there is less need for feature engineering as its
incorporated into the training loop. A gradual increase in more capable models, from fixed
context to convolution to RNN, demonstrated increased performance while also becoming
computationally expensive and more difficult to train. In order to leverage the additional
large datasets, which improves all techniques, the field shifted for faster training techniques
to create large embeddings rich in information to utilize in other demains with smaller
datasets.
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Figure 3.7: A visualization of the word2vec[28] language model. The continuous-bag-of-words
(CBOW) model predicts a single word based on the context of multiple words. The skip-gram
model predicts the surrounding context given a single word.
3.2.2 Word Embeddings
The convolutional language model above (Figure 3.5) was trained on multiple tasks. The
parameters of the convolutional layers are unique for each task while the embedding layer
is shared between all tasks. This embedding layer can be thought of as extracting word
embeddings. That is, this dense representation extracts generalized features that are relevant
for many language tasks. The paper demonstrates an increase in performance on the task
of semantic role labeling when trained simultaneously with the language modeling task.
Importance of Transfer Learning
This remains a key element within the entire field of deep learning. Nearly all tasks within
a particular domain, whether it be image processing, natural language processing, or video
processing, have some degree of overlap with the information learned for each individual
task. Knowing a probably distribution of the words likely to appear (language modeling)
helps predict whether the next word is a person (named entity recognition). The first step
in identifying where something is within an image (object detection) requires descriptive
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features of what objects look like (image classification). Knowing what is happening within a
video (action recognition) benefits from knowing what objects are present (object detection).
Any additional high-level information captured within labeled data provides many advan-
tages: (i) related tasks see a performance increase, (ii) the model learns richer (i.e. more
generalized) features useful for transfer learning; and (iii) the model can be trained using
additional labeled datasets from related tasks if the target dataset remains insufficient in
size.
The word2vec model helped establish this idea amassing over 22K citations; many of these
utilizing the word embeddings for downstream tasks. Due to being able to train on a massive
dataset (33 billion words) two to three orders of magnitude larger than the usual dataset,
the learned word embeddings are rich with information. [29] demonstrated state of the art
performance on multiple NLP tasks without training its own embedding layer. Instead,
a convolutional model was built directly on top of pretrained word2vec embeddings. The
rich information from the word2vec model carried over providing the convolutional layers
with a much easier time learning relevant features even though the downstream tasks had
significantly less data.
3.2.3 Pretrained Language Models
With the success of word2vec embeddings and the increase of computational resources,
researches spent effort furthering improvements of networks for language modeling. As
the word2vec model is a simple single layer with limited context, these language modeling
improvements came about from the creation of models handling the contextual information
in more sophisticated ways. These models produce embeddings dependent on the context
leading to the popularization of pretrained language models as opposed to pretrained word
embeddings. The entire pretrained model is fine-tuned on downstream tasks in place of
building a new network on top of pretrained embeddings.
Although recurrent neural networks were demonstrated to work well for language mod-
eling, simple RNNs were notoriously difficult to train[30]. LSTMs allowed more efficient
gradient flow and more easily learned long-term dependencies in the input due its gated
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control of information. fixes the problem of vanishing gradient. Modifications to basic
LSTM units remain in use today. The Mogrifier LSTM [31] achieved state of the art results
on multiple language tasks by adding an additional gating mechanism between the input
and previous context. ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models)[32] uses a bidirectional
LSTM to create deep contextualized word embeddings which provide word embeddings as a
function of the entire input sentence.
Sequence transduction tasks require an additional element over language modeling since
models must also generate a variable length output. Common applications include lan-
guage translation and question-answering. A straightforward application of an LSTM en-
coder/decoder setup, called seq2seq[33], achieved state of the art results over standard Sta-
tistical Machine Translation (SMT-based) systems. The encoder LSTM processes each word
from the input sequence. After the last word, the output of the encoder is passed to the
decoder LSTM which continues to generate words until a stop word halts generation. The
model encodes the input sequence to a fixed length vector and decodes to the desired output
sequence. By forcing the fixed length vector to contain all of the relevant information, the
model is capable of handling variable length inputs and outputs. This fixed length vector is
denoted S in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: A seq2seq[33] is used for sequence transduction. In this case, the encoder/decoder
setup translates English to German.
Performance remains stable up to sequences of length 35 with a slight drop off up to 80
words. Longer sequences require more information to be encoded into the fixed length vector
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posing a greater challenge. With a hidden dimension of size 1000, the model is already rather
large with 380 million total parameters.
An additional challenge posed by long sequences involve GPU memory constraints. The
sequential nature of recurrent neural networks remains difficult to parallelize which reduces
the ability to train models quickly. This led to the Transformer[34]. The Transformer
uses no recurrent or convolution connections. Each input is processed individually with
weights shared across the sequence. An attention layer is built from fully connected layers
and provides the model with access to the entire context at all layers within a network. The
input to a layer at a particular time is a weighted sum of the outputs from all previous times.
As the model no longer maintains the temporal structure of the inputs, a positional encoding
is concatenated with each input. The model learns what this positional encoding means in
place of using convolutions or recurrent connections to maintain structural information. A
visualization is shown in Figure 3.9.
Although the Transformer was created for sequence transduction, it set off a cascade of
larger and larger Transformers pretrained as language models with great success. Bidi-
rectional Encoding Representation from Transformers, or BERT[35], with 340 million pa-
rameters, is trained on unlabeled text as a language model and achieved state of the art
performance on 11 downstream tasks after fine-tuning. GPT-2[36] is a 1.5 billion param-
eter Transformer and set new benchmarks for 7 out of 8 language modeling tasks. The
Megatron[37] Transformer improves further with an 8.3 billion parameter model trained on
174GB of text. GPT-3[38] trains on 570GB of text data (nearly 500 billion tokens) with
a 175 billion parameter model. As opposed to the seq2seq model experience difficulty for
sequences larger than 39 words, the context of size GPT-3 is 2048. Performance for nearly all
tasks improve as models are trained on larger datasets with more parameters. The highest
performer for nearly all downstream NLP tasks remains a Transformer-based model[39].
Massive Models for Massive Datasets
As both datsets and computational resources grow, the evidence suggests its beneficial create
more capable models with a higher representation power as long as there is enough data to
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Figure 3.9: A visualization of the Transformer[34] model. The Attention layer provides the
model the ability to selectively focus on particular areas of the input sequence at all layers in the
network.
train on. The primary difference here compared with image processing is the unsupervised
training of language model is very effective and ultimately pretrains the model for nearly any
other task. It is significantly easier to gather massive amounts of unlabeled text compared
to labeled images. There has not been an equivalent, effective method for unsupervised
learning of image models. As there is a greater computational burden for images and videos
compared to text, these fields seem to lag slightly behind. It is reasonable to believe these
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Learning from video sequences requires models capable of handling both spatial and tempo-
ral information. Due to the advent of large image datasets such as ImageNet [13], there has
been significant progress in the development of convolutional-based architectures for learn-
ing spatial features [12][14][24][40]. It is not surprising that almost all methodologies for
video sequences revolve around convolutional networks combined with additional temporal
elements from NLP.
The origin of video based learning begins primarily with the task of human action recog-
nition. The goal is to automatically identify the action being performed in a short video clip
(sequence of images). The early stages of action recognition had relatively small datasets[41]
insufficient for training novel spatiotemporal networks from scratch. This forced methods
to creatively utilize 2D image networks pretrained on ImageNet. [42] utilized various forms
of temporal pooling on the output from a pretrained CNN. [43] stacks LSTMs on top of a
pretrained CNN. [44] inputs RGB frames for content and optical flow frames for motion to
pretrained CNNs. The spatial and temporal dimensions are handled in two separate stages.
As larger action recognition datasets become available such as Kinetics[45][46][47], net-
works primarily use 3D convolutions to directly capture spatiotemporal features. [48] uses
3D versions of high-performing 2D CNNs. [49] uses a high-resolution, low frame rate model
for spatial semantics and a low-resolution, high frame rate model for motion. [50] utilizes
two spatiotemporal views to exploit different contexts. [51] expands filters from a pretrained
2D network to a 3D convolution network capturing the benefits of the extra training data
from ImageNet. The focus remains on temporal modifications to popular 2D image net-
works without an emphasis on how the choice of the spatial architecture directly impacts
what temporal modifications are necessary.
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3.3.2 Lipreading
Lipreading is a technique for understanding speech using only the visual information of
the speaker. Although there are clear applications such as speech transcription for cases
where audio is not available, it is also a well-structured problem for looking at how deep
networks learn spatiotemporal features. For a problem like action recognition, the current
datasets have classes that can be identified from a single image alone (e.g. playing baseball
versus swimming). In such instances, the temporal information is less important than the
spatial information reducing the necessity of an architecture capable of handling spatiotem-
poral features. The current state of the art on the Kinetics dataset separates the spatial
and temporal learning. [52] temporally post-processes learned features from a pretrained
Inception-ResNet-v2 [53] image model achieving higher performance than any of the 3D
convolution architectures from [48].
On the other hand, lipreading from a single frame within a sequence provides very little
information about what is being said. It is a necessity to utilize the temporal context.
Lipreading seems to be more reflective of the concept of a spatiotemporal problem.
Even so, the issue of focusing narrowly on temporal modifications to popular 2D image
networks remains apparent after viewing recent techniques for lipreading. [54] demonstrates
an increase in performance when utilizing 3D convolutions for only the first layer of the
network to process the short-term dynamics. The remainder of the spatial information is
processed with 2D convolutions before a bidirectional LSTM to capture long-term context.
Utilizing 3D convolutions throughout the full network in [55] actually results in their lowest
performing model indicating a non-negligible relationship between the spatial architecture
and temporal technique. Current state-of-the-art lipreading models [56][57] both utilize mod-
ified training schemes with additional unlabeled data without focusing on the spatiotemporal
architecture.
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3.4 Motivation for Convolutional LSTMs
What are the next steps to progress further in the field of deep learning in the particular
domain of video processing? The early era of image processing suggests the use of 2D convo-
lutions is both effective and necessary from a computational perspective for large, low-level
input images. The modern era demonstrates deeper networks with a greater representation
power are worth the computational burden. The current methods for processing videos for
action recognition and lipreading support this decision. The spatial aspect of a spatiotempo-
ral network design should be based on the high-performing 2D CNNs for image processing.
The progress of natural language processing demonstrated models capable of handling
larger context (from a fixed window to 1D convolutions to recurrent neural networks to
Transformers) experience improvements as long as there is sufficient data to train on. With
the plethora of text data and the ability to train language models in an unsupervised fashion,
models have progressed from simple to more capable. Not only are these models more
capable, they require fewer design choices. The largest Transformer model, GPT-3, utilizes a
context window of 2048 allowing the network to learn what context is necessary from the data
as opposed to requiring a network designer to carefully consider the receptive field during
the construction of a model. The ability to fine-tune such models for nearly all downstream
tasks with minimal data suggests progress towards a “universal language model”. It is
sensible to strive for progress with video processing in the same way. The temporal aspect
of a spatiotemporal network should be based on the high-performing temporal models for
sequences.
However, simply combining spatial and temporal techniques from the individual fields is
not enough. They should not be handled separately but learned together. Dealing with
sequences of images creates an additional challenge over the individual sub-problems due
to the temporal information appearing at multiple spatial scales and resolutions. Although
3D CNNs are effective at learning spatiotemporal features, the convolution in the temporal
dimension is naturally limiting, creating a model biased for learning particular combinations
of spatiotemporal features and not all spatiotemporal features. 3D CNNs must be catered to
the problem. In action recognition, [58] saw success by using a 3D CNN with the temporal
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receptive field increasing at the same rate as the spatial receptive field. In lipreading, [55] saw
this same method produce significantly worse results (over 10.0% difference) when compared
to processing all of the temporal information at a single spatial scale. Between the two higher
performing models combining the temporal information at a single spatial scale, there was an
additional 4.0% improvement when the temporal processing was delayed until a later spatial
scale. These discrepancies suggest different applications contain different spatiotemporal
features and performance is dictated by which spatiotemporal features the model is designed
to handle.
If the spatial resolution of the input doubled, would the model need to adapt the location
of the temporal processing? If the temporal resolution of the input doubled, would a larger
kernel size or more 3D convolutions at a particular spatial scale be necessary? There are still
many unanswered questions and concerns with 3D convolutions. As much as deep learning is
about creating networks capable of generalizing features relevant to a particular problem, it
would be advantageous to create architectures capable of generalizing well across problems.
This work is meant to motivate a principled approach for applications that depend on de-
tecting these spatiotemporal features. The empirical results from the architectures presented
in this work suggest convolutional LSTMs hold promise in learning whichever spatiotemporal
features are relevant to a dataset without having to specifically cater the design of the net-
work for a particular set of spatiotemporal features. There is a fundamental difference with
the temporal receptive field when using convolutional LSTMs for spatiotemporal features as
opposed to 3D convolutions. Successive 3D convolutions inherently limit long-term temporal
information from being processed until deep in the network after the spatial dimension has
been reduced. On the other hand, a deep network of convolutional LSTMs will have access
to the full sequence at all of its spatial scales while still being able to capture the benefits of
high-performing 2D architectures. Although they have demonstrated success in some areas,
they have yet to gain much traction.
Convolutional LSTMs have been used in the past in rather limited ways. [59] first demon-
strated success with predicting future precipitation maps. A shallow model with two layers
was applied to the input at a single spatial scale. [60] explored learning spatiotemporal fea-
tures related to gesture recognition using mainly 3D convolutions followed by a few layers of
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convolutional LSTMs for longer context. [61] used a bidirectional version on the output of a
2D VGG13 [14] network to detect violence in videos. The majority of the spatial processing
occurs before the convolutional LSTM layers are applied. The datasets for these applica-
tions are relatively small which may explain convolutional LSTMs limited use due to their
tendency to overfit [62]. However, recent large-scale datasets are providing an opportunity




4.1 Spatial Receptive Field
Each layer within a convolutional network has an output which can be interpreted as an
image with channels made up of a prescribed number of features and a corresponding
height/width related to the spatial dimensions. Spatial pooling and/or strided-convolutions
are used throughout networks to reduce the height/width of these feature maps. This reduces
computational costs due to fewer convolution operations per layer and increases the spatial
receptive field allowing the small localized areas of particular feature maps to contain more
spatially distant information in the original input. Additionally, this spatial sub-sampling
allows for deeper (i.e. more layers) as well as wider (i.e. more channels) networks which
have been shown to increase the network’s capability to learn complex visual tasks.
4.2 Spatial Resolution
This comes at the cost of reducing the spatial resolution. The exact location of small features
must be encoded into the depth dimension otherwise this information is lost. The relevance
of this depends on the task. Image classification cares less about where the object appears
within the image and more about whether or not it appears at all. Object detection requires
the precise spatial information to pinpoint the exact location in the original image. Spatial
pooling/strided convolutions have been necessary for every deep network. This is done not
for the benefit of model representation but out of necessity for modern implementations.
The GPU memory and computation requirements become prohibitive if these techniques
are not employed due to the large input image dimensions.
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4.3 Temporal Receptive Field
Convolutions treat the temporal dimension in the same way as the spatial dimension. The
temporal receptive field grows gradually as the input passes deeper into the network. Only
a few neighboring inputs are seen early in the network and long-range information is han-
dled deeper in the network. LSTMs on the other hand maintain an internal state with an
additional self connection to pass relevant information along every step of the sequence.
Long-range dependencies can appear at any layer without forcing the network to delay this
processing until a later stage.
4.4 Temporal Resolution
Similar to the spatial dimension, strided convolutions can be used to increase the temporal
receptive field at the cost of resolution. A problem like action recognition may employ such
techniques since the task is more related to specifying what happens more so than when
it happens. The computation is reduced without sacrificing performance since the destruc-
tion of the fine-grained temporal information is less relevant to the output. Techniques
for lipreading have shown to perform better when the temporal dimension is maintained
following the intuition lipreading requires some degree of what happens as well as when
it happens. The additional computation and smaller receptive field from maintaining the
temporal dimension is a less of a problem than the spatial dimension typically due to most
videos having around 30 frames per second (much smaller than the height/width of each
frame) and the current tasks (like action recognition and lipreading) require a relatively
short temporal receptive field of at most a few seconds.
4.5 Spatiotemporal Considerations
As long as the output has a sufficiently large receptive field, networks seem to perform well.
Detecting small objects in a 2D image may use a relatively small spatial receptive field. Full
image classification typically uses receptive fields larger than the input image. Classifying
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single sentences in a document may require the context of a few neighboring sentences while
classifying the full document may require the entire text.
Most techniques for spatiotemporal related tasks simply borrow and combine the successful
techniques for both of these sub-problems. However, individual consideration of the spatial
and temporal dimensions remains insufficient for dealing with spatiotemporal features. These
techniques result in a complex interaction which is shown here to have a significant impact




5.1 Dataset Construction and Task Description
Figure 5.1: Example input from MNIST-based video dataset with (bottom) and without (top)
quadrant masking. Only a portion of the digit is presented in each visible frame requiring the
model to piece together the full information over time.
The MNIST dataset [63] contains 28×28 sized images of handwritten digits. These images
are used to construct a video dataset (similar to [64]) meant to test the capability of various
networks to learn three spatiotemporal related tasks: classification, ordering, and speed.
The images are placed in a random location of a larger frame of size 64 × 64. The digit
moves around over the course of 48 frames based on a random pixel speed S = {1, 2, ..., 6}
and random direction selected at the start of the video. Collisions with walls cause the
digit to reverse direction at the frame of impact. Only select frames are visible making the
digit appear to blink at a randomly selected rate V = {1, 2, ..., 12}. The digit is split into
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four quadrants as shown in the bottom of Figure 5.1 with a separate quadrant appearing
every visible frame. The four quadrants appear in a randomly selected order with the order
repeating itself throughout the video.
5.1.1 Task #1 - Digit Classification
Each network will attempt to identify the digit present in the video. By presenting only
a single quadrant every visible frame, the network must piece together information from
individual frames. The rate of visible frames V and speed S alter how this information is
presented impacting performance based on a network’s ability to handle various spatiotem-
poral features. 2D convolution networks have been shown to achieve high performance
classifying the digits providing a reasonable upper bound for expected performance on this
task.
5.1.2 Task #2 - Ordering
Each network will attempt to identify the order quadrants appear from six possible sequences:
(1,2,3,4), (1,2,4,3), (1,4,2,3), (1,4,3,2), (1,3,2,4), (1,3,4,2). The previous task classifies the
digit regardless of the order the information is presented. At the output, the model needs
only a summary of the total spatial information. For this task, the spatial information is an
intermediate feature allowing the model identify the visible quadrant at each frame while
the output only needs to contain the temporal information about the order of presentation.
5.1.3 Task #3 - Speed
Each network will attempt to identify the pixel speed S. This task requires the network
to maintain information related to both previous tasks as well as maintain high spatial and
temporal resolution information. Calculating the speed of the centroid between visible frames
is different depending on the quadrant order. Identifying the quadrant order is dependent
on identifying the digit.
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When V = 12, a quadrant is shown every 12 frames requiring a minimum of 48 frames
for the model to be presented with the full digit. The digit still moves with speed S even
if the frame is not visible. S and V are limited to combinations resulting in distances less
than 50 pixels between visible frames. That is, at the max speed S = 6, the max value for
V is 8 (48 total pixels of movement). At a speed S = 4, V can achieve its max value of 12.
Without this limit, aliasing can occur when the digit bounces off of a wall due to the video
frame size of 64× 64.
5.2 Models
All of the models are based on Residual Networks [24]. Each residual block has two paths.
The first path contains a convolution with a 1×1 kernel followed by a specialized convolution
(2D convolution, 3D convolution, convolutional LSTM, or 3D convolution with a temporal
stride) followed by another 1x1 convolution. The second path is an open connection. Both
paths are added together to form the output of the block. If the block uses a spatial stride,
the open connection contains a 1× 1 convolution with a stride of 2 to downsample the input
to the appropriate size. The models contain 8 total residual blocks which each use a different
specialized convolution within the blocks depending on the model.
Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 specify the number of channels, the convolution stride, the
input/output dimensions, and the spatial/temporal receptive fields (SRF/TRF). There are
two models of different size for each type. The specialized convolutions operate on the
temporal dimension in various ways shown in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. Each output (red)
represents a spatial feature map with the connections highlighting its dependencies on the
intermediate feature maps (blue) and input frames (yellow). Unlike 1D temporal problems,
the effect of the spatial dimension complicates the impact of these temporal differences since
the spatial resolution and receptive field differ throughout the network.
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Figure 5.2: The spatial dimension for each frame is processed individually.
Conv2D Channels Channels-XL Stride Input Output SRF TRF
(in,ch,out) (in,ch,out) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w) (t)
Res1 1 (1,16,64) (1,36,72) (2,2,1) 64x64x48 32x32x48 3 1
Res2 1 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (2,2,1) 32x32x48 16x16x48 7 1
Res3 1 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (2,2,1) 16x16x48 8x8x48 15 1
Res3 2 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (1,1,1) 8x8x48 8x8x48 31 1
Res4 1 (64,32,128) (72,72,144) (2,2,1) 8x8x48 4x4x48 47 1
Res4 2 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 79 1
Res4 3 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 111 1
Res4 4 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 143 1
SpatialPool - - (4,4,1) 4x4x48 1x1x48 - -
LSTM1 (128,128) (144,144) - 1x1x48 1x1x48 - 48
LSTM2 (128,128) (144,144) - 1x1x48 1x1x48 - 48
Table 5.1: The temporal receptive field (TRF) remains 1 until the LSTM layers.
5.2.1 2D Convolution with LSTM (Conv2D)
A baseline network utilizes 2D convolutions followed by two LSTM layers. The spatial and
temporal information is handled in two separate stages. The spatial information for a single
frame is processed entirely with the spatial dimension fully collapsed before any sort of
temporal processing is performed by the LSTM. This means the embedding output from the
2D convolutions must encode the relevant spatial information into the depth dimension.
Consider two sub-functions. The first function takes the input frame and outputs a two-
dimensional vector containing the exact x and y pixel location of the digit. The second
function calculates the distance between points divided by the number of frames between
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these points. Combining these functions would result in perfect speed prediction. It is
not unreasonable to believe a 2D convolution network and an LSTM could learn these
two respective functions suggesting more advanced techniques are unneeded. However, this
function may not be learnable via gradient descent with a reasonable network size.
5.2.2 3D Convolution with LSTM (Conv3D)
Figure 5.3: The temporal receptive field grows as the network deepens.
Conv3D Channels Channels-XL Stride Input Output SRF TRF
(in,ch,out) (in,ch,out) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w) (t)
Res1 1 (1,16,64) (1,36,72) (2,2,1) 64x64x48 32x32x48 3 3
Res2 1 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (2,2,1) 32x32x48 16x16x48 7 5
Res3 1 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (2,2,1) 16x16x48 8x8x48 15 7
Res3 2 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (1,1,1) 8x8x48 8x8x48 31 9
Res4 1 (64,32,128) (72,72,144) (2,2,1) 8x8x48 4x4x48 47 11
Res4 2 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 79 13
Res4 3 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 111 15
Res4 4 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 143 17
SpatialPool - - (4,4,1) 4x4x48 1x1x48 - -
LSTM1 (128,128) (144,144) - 1x1x48 1x1x48 - 48
LSTM2 (128,128) (144,144) - 1x1x48 1x1x48 - 48
Table 5.2: The temporal receptive field does not grow fast enough to cover the full sequence of
length 48 before the spatial dimension collapses.
A deep network of 3D convolutions, which has two LSTM-layers at the top as before,
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processes the temporal and spatial information simultaneously. For short term dynamics,
the 3D convolution is able to directly extract spatiotemporal features if they fall within its
spatiotemporal receptive field. For long term dynamics, the model must encode the high-
resolution spatial information into the depth dimension to be processed by a later layer.
This is similar to the 2D convolution network but less extreme as it can still handle some
degree of temporal information. For example, speeds S ≥ 3 move the object outside of the
spatial receptive field of the first layer with visible frame rates V ≥ 3 moving the object
outside of its temporal receptive field. For these large values, the model is forced to combine
information from multiple frames much later in the network at a reduced spatial resolution.
5.2.3 Temporally Strided 3D Convolutions with LSTM (TS-Conv3D)
Figure 5.4: The temporal receptive field grows more rapidly as the network deepens due to the
temporal stride.
The previous model is modified to use strided convolutions in the temporal dimension. The
temporal receptive field increases more rapidly at the cost of decreased temporal resolution
in the same manner as the spatial resolution. For short term dynamics, the network is
capable of dealing with spatiotemporal features sooner than the no-stride network but now
must also encode the temporal location into the depth dimension. This can be both a benefit
and a hindrance. A particular layer has a wider field of vision allowing it to directly act on
the relevant information before the spatial dimension gets reduced but the model is directly
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TS-Conv3D Channels Channels-XL Stride Input Output SRF TRF
(in,ch,out) (in,ch,out) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w) (t)
Res1 1 - (1,36,72) (2,2,2) 64x64x48 32x32x24 3 3
Res2 1 - (72,36,72) (2,2,2) 32x32x24 16x16x12 7 7
Res3 1 - (72,36,72) (2,2,2) 16x16x12 8x8x6 15 15
Res3 2 - (72,36,72) (1,1,1) 8x8x6 8x8x6 31 31
Res4 1 - (72,72,144) (2,2,2) 8x8x3 4x4x3 47 47
Res4 2 - (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x3 4x4x3 79 79
Res4 3 - (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x3 4x4x3 111 111
Res4 4 - (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x3 4x4x3 143 143
SpatialPool - - (4,4,1) 4x4x3 1x1x3
LSTM1 - (144,144) - 1x1x3 1x1x3 - 48
LSTM2 - (144,144) - 1x1x3 1x1x3 - 48
Table 5.3: The temporal receptive field (TRF) grows at the same rate as the spatial receptive
field (SRF).
acting on less precise information due to the temporal resolution.
5.2.4 Convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM)
Figure 5.5: All previous inputs are used in calculating the output.
A deep network of convolutional LSTMs the spatiotemporal features simultaneously. The
hidden state for each layer is passed to each subsequent frame implying each layer is capable
of processing any temporal feature at all stages of spatial resolution and spatial receptive
field. As the spatial resolution is decreased, the model can either encode the spatial in-
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ConvLSTM Channels Channels-XL Stride Input Output SRF TRF
(in,ch,out) (in,ch,out) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w,t) (h,w) (t)
Res1 1 (1,16,64) (1,36,72) (2,2,1) 64x64x48 32x32x48 3 48
Res2 1 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (2,2,1) 32x32x48 16x16x48 7 48
Res3 1 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (2,2,1) 16x16x48 8x8x48 15 48
Res3 2 (64,16,64) (72,36,72) (1,1,1) 8x8x48 8x8x48 31 48
Res4 1 (64,32,128) (72,72,144) (2,2,1) 8x8x48 4x4x48 47 48
Res4 2 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 79 48
Res4 3 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 111 48
Res4 4 (128,32,128) (144,72,144) (1,1,1) 4x4x48 4x4x48 143 48
SpatialPool - - (4,4,1) 4x4x48 1x1x48 - -
Table 5.4: The temporal receptive field (TRF) is large at all layers of the network.
formation into the depth dimension or maintain this information in the hidden state to be
processed at the next time step. Each layer having access to the full temporal information
regardless of the network depth is an expected advantage.
5.3 Training
The usual train/test split for the MNIST dataset is used with 50K images used to generate
videos for training and the remaining 10K images used for testing. Due to changes in the
speed S, visible frame V , and the initial location, there are significantly more unique video
inputs than there are images. During testing, ten videos with varying S and V are generated
for the 10K testing images for a total of 100K total testing videos.
All models are trained with a Nvidia Titan X GPU. The Adam[65] optimizer is used with
an initial learning rate of 10−3. After 60 epochs, the learning rate is dropped to 10−4 for
another 20 epochs. This provided a sufficient number of iterations for all models to converge.
Three separate classification heads are used with the model being trained on all tasks
simultaneously. The classification heads ingests the embedding from the final layer of the
model as input and constructs the appropriately sized output for each task. Although
training all tasks simultaneously resulted in longer training times than a model trained on a
single task, the total training time is less than training three single task models. Performance
is unaffected by the multiple attention heads.
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5.4 Results
Task #1 Task #2 Task #3 Number of Total Training
Classification Ordering Speed Parameters Time
Conv2D 97.9% 98.5% 0.166 385K 11.1 hours
Conv3D 97.9% 98.5% 0.187 473K 11.7 hours
ConvLSTM 97.2% 98.1% 0.129 437K 15.2 hours
Conv2D-XL 98.5% 98.9% 0.164 702K 12.5 hours
Conv3D-XL 98.3% 98.9% 0.147 1,145K 17.8 hours
TS-Conv3D-XL 96.5% 92.0% 0.146 1,145K 8.1 hours
ConvLSTM-XL 97.8% 98.8% 0.059 1,967K 28.3 hours
Table 5.5: Performance over the three tasks for all models trained. The metric for the third task
is mean absolute error (MAE) of the pixel speed.
5.4.1 Digit Classification and Sequence Order
As shown in Table 7.1, there were slight variations in performance for the first two tasks.
The large models all outperformed their smaller counterparts. With a magnitude of less than
1%, both convolutional LSTM models lagged behind the 2D/3D models digit classification.
Excluding TS-Conv3D-XL, performance was largely unaffected by the input parameters.
Speed S had no effect on either task. Large values for visible frames V caused a drop between
2% and 3% when classifying the sequence order compared to smaller values. The models
have less information considering each quadrant is visible only once in these scenarios.
The TS-Conv3D-XL model is the only model to stand out. The drastic drop in perfor-
mance for classifying the sequence order is almost entirely due to when V = 1 (70.8%) and
V = 2 (85.4%). Performance for V ≥ 3 matches closely with Conv3D-XL. This difference
must be attributed to the decrease in temporal resolution early in the network. For small
values of V, there is no longer a unique temporal input for each individual quadrant after
the first layer. The model is forced to encode this information into the depth dimension as
opposed to the Conv3D-XL model can delay this until later in the network.
This decrease in sequence order performance is most likely connected to the under-
performance in digit classification. Unless a digit is recognizable from only 1-2 quadrants
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(such as the number 1), the model must either know the sequence order to appropriately
piece together the parts or know the digit in order to identify the order. Digits 6, 8, and 9
have higher error rates. Three out of four quadrants of the digit 8 match with 6 or 9. For
these small values of V, the model immediately had to encode two separate frames into a
single output making this distinction later in the network difficult. This difference in digit
error rates is only seen in TS-Conv3D-XL.
5.4.2 Speed Regression
Performance estimating the speed is far more varied between the models. Mean absolute er-
ror is used as the metric. 3D convolutions outperformed 2D convolutions and convolutional
LSTMs outperformed 3D convolutions. At a first glance, this is rather uninsightful con-
sidering the difference in spatiotemporal receptive fields between these models was already
known ahead of time. However, unlike the first two tasks, performance is heavily impacted
by the parameters S and V . By comparing performance over the space of S and V , the
variations provide a insight into how these techniques operate.
Conv2D-XL vs. Conv3D-XL
Although Conv3D-XL has a 10% smaller overall MAE than Conv2D-XL, the error difference
is non-uniform over the space of S and V with the relative performance between the models
shown in Figure 5.7. Positive values indicate greater performance by Conv3D. For slow
speeds (S ≤ 3) and small values of V (≤ 5), the inputs fall into the spatiotemporal receptive
field of the first three residual blocks allowing the model to actually take advantage of the
3D convolution operation and significantly outperform Conv2D. The Conv2D model must
instead correctly encode this spatial information for later processing by the LSTM layers.
For V ≥ 9, performance is nearly identical between the models. Note the temporal
receptive field for Conv3D is 9 after Res3 2 (see Table 5.2). These large values of V prevent
the model from any temporal operations until after this layer implying it operates like a 2D
convolution. The spatial resolution has decreased by a factor of 8 at this point making this
encoding significantly more difficult resulting in a sharp drop in MAE.
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Figure 5.6: Mean absolute error (MAE) over the space of V and S for all four models.
The region 4 ≤ V ≤ 7 and S = 6 is on the cusp of the spatiotemporal receptive field for
Conv3D. Between visible frames, the object moves between 24 and 42 pixels. Although the
input falls within the temporal receptive field of Res3, the input is occasionally outside of the
spatial receptive field causing the model to delay processing until after the spatial resolution
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has been reduced. These regions where the network operates as a hybrid of 3D convolutions
and 2D convolutions seem to cause learning difficulties resulting in performance worse than
the model with only 2D convolutions.
Figure 5.7: The Conv3D model performs significantly better than the Conv2D model for small
values of V and S yet performs poorly on its spatiotemporal boundaries.
Conv3D-XL vs. TS-Conv3D-XL
Both models achieved comparable overall MAE with the relative differences over the space
of S and V shown in Figure 5.8. The temporal receptive field increases more rapidly allowing
the model access to spatial information before the spatial resolution has decreased at the
cost of decreased temporal resolution.
For V ≥ 9, the input now falls into the temporal receptive field of TS-Conv3D before
the spatial resolution has reduced resulting in an increase of performance over the Conv3D
model. For V ≤ 4, the input falls into the temporal receptive field of both models at
a high spatial resolution yet with reduced temporal resolution for TS-Conv3D hindering
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performance. Temporally strided convolutions can be both a benefit and a hindrance.
Figure 5.8: Both Conv3D models achieve the same MAE over the entire dataset but very
different errors over the space of V and S.
Conv3D-XL vs. ConvLSTM-XL
The relative performance difference between Conv3D-XL and ConvLSTM-XL over the space
of S and V is shown in Figure 5.9. ConvLSTM performed better for all inputs. Allowing
each layer access to the full range of temporal information provides a clear advantage for
estimating the speed. Additionally, the performance is far more uniform without the model
being biased towards particular regions unlike the Conv3D and TS-Conv3D models.
Although the use of convolutional LSTMs increases the temporal receptive field over 3D
convolutions, it does not compensate for the full spatiotemporal receptive field. Performance
still gradually drops as both S and V increase. Large values of these parameters result in
very large object movements between visible frames. Convolutional LSTMs still utilize 2D
convolutions for spatial operations and these large movements can easily fall outside the
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spatial receptive field delaying processing until a later stage after the spatial resolution has
been reduced.
Figure 5.9: The ConvLSTM model performs relatively better than the Conv3D model over the
entire space of V and S.
5.5 Closing Remarks
Encoding Spatial Information
When the input falls outside of the spatiotemporal receptive field of a particular 3D con-
volution layer, the network simply operates as a 2D convolution and encodes the spatial
information into the depth dimension for a later stage. Although Conv2D performed the
worst for estimating the speed, it works unexpectedly well with 96.1% accuracy when the
output is rounded. Encoding the spatial information is clearly doable but may be difficult
to learn via gradient descent or may simply require a prohibitively large model. The models
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with a large depth dimension all outperformed their smaller counterparts yet still underper-
formed relative to the smaller convolutional LSTM model. Utilizing additional connections
to allow access to as much of the spatiotemporal information as possible at all stages of
processing is more effective than forcing the model to learn in a roundabout way such as
forced encoding.
Differences Between Spatial and Temporal Resolution
The underperformance of temporally strided 3D convolutions for digit classification and
sequence order hints at the importance of maintaining the temporal dimension. Is this also
true for the spatial dimension? Nearly all 2D image networks reduce the spatial resolution
out of necessity. Without doing so would require very deep networks to achieve a large visual
receptive field. This very deep network would also be operating on much higher resolution
feature maps resulting in a prohibitive amount of computation. If the information in these
dimensions is different, this may not be an issue. However, if they are different, is there a
reason for treating the dimensions the same as is done by 3D convolutions?
Effective Use of 3D Convolutions
Performance of 3D convolutions is heavily impacted by design choices. Conv3D and TS-
Conv3D appear equal overall with this particular dataset but that is simply by design.
Both models learn a different spatiotemporal region. For real datasets, the distribution of
spatiotemporal features is almost certainly non-uniform. This is the crux of the problem.
Should the network be well designed to capture the appropriate spatiotemporal features,
performance will be high. However, the scale of the important spatiotemporal features is
frequently unknown ahead of time requiring extensive experimentation.
This is further complicated after comparing the results of Conv2D-XL and Conv3D-XL.
When an input falls on the spatiotemporal boundary, the 3D model can actually perform
worse. A poorly designed 3D network could lead to more problems and create difficulties
identifying the source of errors during this experimentation stage.
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Overfitting with Convolutional LSTMs
Convolutional LSTMs seem capable of learning a much larger spatiotemporal region than
3D convolutions. This also provides a greater capability to overfit. Without the ability to
parameterize the spatiotemporal receptive field like 3D convolutions, it is not possible to
directly control which spatiotemporal features the model focuses on. Without a significant
amount of data for the model to learn which features to focus on, it could easily overfit to
regions of the feature space with a smaller signal to noise ratio. 3D convolutions inherently
filter information which may explain their relatively high performance in a lot of real world
datasets.
Impact of Task and Loss Function
Although the greater capabilities of convolutional LSTMs were necessary for a task like speed
estimation, the model underperformed for digit classification. There is a difference between
learning a problem requiring spatiotemporal features and a temporal problem involving
spatial features. Digit classification simply needs to know what happens and not when
it happens. Although convolutional LSTMs have greater spatiotemporal capabilities, they
may not learn those capabilities as easily as 3D convolutions. Difficulties in training LSTMs
compared with convolutions has been frequently discussed in other fields like NLP.
Limitation of Experiments
These drastic performance differences appear even in this relatively simple MNIST-based
video dataset. The digits are in motion yet they are rigid with no rotation. They are 2D flat
objects yet most videos contain 2D projections of 3D objects. It is easy to imagine many real
datasets containing much more complex spatiotemporal frequencies along with large varying





The UCF101 [41] dataset, first published in 2012, contains 13,320 videos separated into
101 action classes. These classes are broadly categorized into five groups: human-object
interaction, body-motion only, human-human interaction, playing musical instruments, and
sports. Although relatively small, this remains a popular benchmark to compare results with
previous research. Most of the clips are between 2 and 10 seconds long.
The Sports-1M [42] was released shortly after in 2014. This dataset is significantly larger
with over 1 million videos for 487 classes. The average length is between 5 and 6 minutes.
The labeling was done automatically from analyzing the text metadata associated with the
YouTube video. There are mislabeled videos due to incorrect text analysis as well as the
video content not matching its description. The videos are also not finely segmented like
UCF101 and large portions of video may contain content unrelated to the actual action
being performed.
In 2017, the Kinetics [47] dataset was released by DeepMind containing over 300,000 videos
of 400 various actions. It is similar in structure to the UCF101 dataset. Each sample is a
10 second clip trimmed from a longer sequence with the intent of the dataset being used for
classification purposes as opposed to temporal localization. The more accurate labeling and
scale of this dataset has had a large impact on the development of new action recognition
techniques that were unable to be trained successfully in the past due to a lack of data.
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6.2 Related Work
[42] was one of the first papers to utilize deep learning techniques for action recognition. Due
to the success of AlexNet [12] for image classification, variants of this convolutional network
were applied to videos. The techniques revolved primarily around the spatial network and
explored small modifications for handling the temporal information. The four architectures
are shown in Figure 6.1. The models were trained on the Sports-1M dataset and then
fine-tuned on UCF-101. The top performing model (Slow Fusion) saw a large improvement
over the 43.9% baseline achieving 63.3%. The benefits of using networks capable of learning
temporal information were less pronounced with the single frame model still achieving 60.9%.
Figure 6.1: Some of the first deep learning architectures used for action recognition from
[42] experimented with various ways of handling the temporal information.
Two-stream networks [44] attempted to improve the handling of temporal information by
utilizing multiple inputs as shown in Figure 6.2. The spatial stream used the same AlexNet
architecture from before and operates on single RGB frames. The second stream operates
on a stack of T optical flow frames in order to learn motion features. When trained from
scratch on UCF101, the spatial stream achieves only 52.3% accuracy. However, this improves
to 73.0% by fine-tuning a network already trained on ImageNet. The large increase over the
60.9% achieved by the Single Frame model in [42] suggests a higher quality of features learned
from ImageNet compared with the weakly labeled Sports-1M dataset. Transfer learning is
employed again by using the spatial stream as initialization for training the temporal stream
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on the optical flow images. The flow network achieves 83.7% with a further boost to 88.0%
when combined with the spatial stream.
Figure 6.2: The two-stream technique [44] combined the output from separate networks
dealing with RGB images and preprocessed optical flow images individually.
Recurrent neural networks such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [5] networks saw
success in the fields of natural language processing (NLP) and audio processing around this
time. [43] experimented with utilizing a stack of LSTMs to process the output from 2D
convolutional networks as shown in Figure 6.3. The models are pretrained on ImageNet and
Sports-1M. For UCF101, spatial stream performance improves to 73.3% (up from 73.0%)
with the two-stream network improving to 88.6% (up from 88.0%).
Although the temporal information is being considered, these techniques learn temporal
features based on the spatial features or learn spatial features based on temporal features.
They are not directly learning spatiotemporal features. The flow stream relies on optical flow
preprocessing for motion information before being passed to a 2D convolutional network and
using LSTMs on the network output is after all of the spatial processing has been completed.
[58] explored using 3D convolutions to learn spatiotemporal features. The architecture is
shown in Figure 6.4. Just as spatial pooling is used to downsample the feature maps as the
input progresses through the network, temporal pooling is used such that there is a single
output for a 16 frame input. The model is trained on the Sports-1M dataset and achieves
82.3% accuracy on RGB inputs and 85.2% accuracy when an ensemble of three models is
used. This is higher performance than previous RGB models but lower performance than
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Figure 6.3: Image features from a convolutional network were used as input to a network of
stacked LSTMs to learn long-term temporal information in [43].
two-stream models incorporating optical flow.
Figure 6.4: [58] used 3D convolutions to learn spatiotemporal features.
[47] shows extracted features from a pretrained ResNet-50 [24] with an LSTM achieves
84.3% accuracy on UCF101. A two-stream network with a pretrained ResNet-50 architec-
ture achieves 92.5%. The improvements in performance on ImageNet from upgraded 2D
convolution architectures carry over when fine-tuning on UCF101.
[51] introduced inflated 3D convolutional networks (I3D). I3D utilizes pretrained 2D con-
volution architectures to initialize its 3D convolution counterpart. That is, 2D convolutions
in a pretrained Google Inception-V1 [40] architecture are replaced with 3D convolutions by
stacking T copies of the pretrained 2D kernels to create 3D kernels. This achieves 84.5%
accuracy on UCF101. This is an improvement (up from 82.3%) to the 3D convolution ar-
chitecture from [58] (shown in Figure 6.4) without the need for Sports-1M pretraining. By
using optical flow images as an additional input, a two-stream I3D can be trained on UCF101
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resulting in an accuracy of 93.4%. Although the 3D convolutions operating on a sequence of
RGB frames are already capable of learning spatiotemporal features, there is still a benefit
to using 3D convolutions on the motion information from optical flow frames.
All three methods (conv+LSTM, two-stream, and 3D conv) achieve roughly equal per-
formance (56.0% to 57.0%) on the Kinetics dataset [47] when using only RGB frames. The
two-stream approach achieves the highest accuracy of 61.0% when optical flow is included.
Two-stream I3D achieves 71.1% on Kinetics along with 98.0% on UCF101 after pretraining
on Kinetics. The flow stream achieves worse performance on the Kinetics dataset than the
spatial stream which is opposite of its performance on UCF101. This indicates the motion
information may be less important in Kinetics or potentially an increase in camera motion
results in less meaningful optical flow maps. [51] provides a visual representation (Figure
6.5) of the most popular action recognition architectures.
Figure 6.5: Common architectures used for action recognition. [51] introduced models (d)
and (e) for the first time.
Current state-of-the-art on Kinetics [52] utilizes a Google Inception-ResNet-v2 [53] pre-
trained on ImageNet. A two-stream version is used to extract features from RGB frames
and stacks of optical flow frames and achieves 74.9% accuracy indicating the improvement of
using a more advanced 2D convolution architecture (up from 61.0% when pretrained ResNet-
50 models are used). These features are used as input to four separate temporal networks
(multi-stream sequence model, fast-forward LSTM, temporal Xception network, and shifting
attention network). The combined outputs yield 81.5% accuracy.
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Although 3D convolutions are capable of learning spatiotemporal features, the best ar-
chitectures still rely on ImageNet pretraining and optical flow inputs. Additionally, the top
performing model remains an advanced 2D convolutional network and learns the tempo-
ral information only after the spatial processing has been finished or inputs the temporal
information (optical flow) before the spatial processing.
6.3 Unsupervised Learning with Frame Prediction
As discussed in Section 6.2, optical flow remains a crucial input for top performing methods
regardless of if the temporal stream network utilizes 2D or 3D convolutions. These are
hand-crafted features with the choice of parameter settings having a non-negligible impact
on quality of the output. It is also a costly operation. In order to prevent an increase in
training time, optical flow maps can be calculated and saved ahead of time at the cost of
significant storage space. This problem cannot be eliminated during test time and inference
speed will decrease. From the perspective of deep learning, it would be advantageous to
include this in the training process. Implementations for calculating optical flow directly
rely on convolution operations making this feasible.
Gathering large amounts of data is cheap. Labeling large amounts of data is costly. By
setting up a network to predict future frames based on current and/or previous frames, large
amounts of unlabeled data can be used to train the model. The learned features during this
stage could then be used for transfer learning on other relevant tasks. This has been used
successfully in NLP for training language models. The word embeddings from techniques
such as word2vec [28] and GloVe [66] for predicting context words have been shown to
increase performance on tasks without large enough datasets to sufficiently train a network
from scratch.
An encoder/decoder setup is used for predicting the next frame as shown in Figure 6.6. The
encoder consists of three convolutional LSTM layers. The spatial dimension is downsampled
after each layer while the number of channels increases forcing the network to encode the high
resolution spatial information into the channels. The network must also encode movement
patterns which provides relevant information for predicting future frames. The decoder
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consists of three convolutional LSTM layers to upsample the encoding back into the shape
of an image. By using convolutional LSTMs as opposed to 2D or 3D convolutions, the
network can utilize its internal cell state and hidden state to maintain and pass information
about previous frames at all spatial scales. Batch normalization [23] is applied after every
layer.
A sequence of images (scaled between 0 and 1) is fed into the encoder and predictions
for future frames are made by the decoder. The decoder creates a frame modification H, a
mask m, and uses the current input It to create the prediction Ît+1.
Ît+1 = H m+ It  (1−m) (6.1)
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the predicted frame Ît+1 and target frame It+1
is used as the loss function. A truncated back propagation (TBP) [67] of length 3 is used
during training meaning the gradients from the loss function are calculated every three frames
without traveling further back through the graph. Note this does not mean the layers are
incapable of learning dependencies longer than three frames since the internal state is not
reset and continues to carry information about the past. This is done not for its impact on
the quality of learned features but due to necessity based on the GPU memory limits. Using
a large TBP length uses more GPU memory which in return requires decreasing the batch
size. The batch size must remain sufficiently large in order for batch normalization to work
properly.
A few examples are shown in Figure 6.7. The images in the far right column highlight
the ability of the network to maintain focus on moving objects. The MSE was roughly 50%
of the value compared to if the previous frame is directly used as input. Although this is
not the best metric for such a problem, it remains a rough indicator of the network learning
relevant spatiotemporal features.
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Figure 6.6: Encoder and decoder networks use convolutional LSTM layers to predict the
next frame. The hyperparameters for a ConvLSTM layer include the number of input
channels, the number of output channels, the kernel size, and the stride. The shape of the
output after each frame is included in the margin.
6.4 Models
6.4.1 VGG with Convolutional LSTMs
The encoder from Figure 6.6 can be extended for the purpose of action recognition. Addi-
tional convolutional LSTM layers are added on top of the encoder as shown in Figure 6.8.
The early layers in the encoder can be initialized with weights learned from pretraining or
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Figure 6.7: The target frame is on the left. The predicted frame is in the middle. The
frame modification combined with the mask (H m) is shown on the right highlighting
the moving portions of the sequence.
trained from scratch. The architecture is modeled after the VGG16[14] 2D convolutional
network.
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Figure 6.8: Additional convolutional LSTM layers can be added to the encoder network
from Figure 6.6 for classification purposes.
6.4.2 ResNet with Convolutional LSTMs
Residual networks have been shown to be easier to optimize as well being able to create much
deeper networks resulting in a significant boost in performance on image classification tasks
[24]. Certain convolution layers are replaced with convolutional LSTM layers extending the
ResNet architecture to learn spatiotemporal features.
Figure 6.9 shows the model architecture. Batch normalization and ReLU layers are not
shown but were used after every layer. The four parameters of a Res ConvLSTM module
represent the number of sub-blocks, the number of input channels, the number of interme-
diate channels, and the number of output channels. For any Res ConvLSTM layer, the
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first sub-block is always of type A (shown in Figure 7.6) with the remaining sub-blocks of
type B (shown in Figure 7.7). This is similar to the technique used in [48] to replace the 2D
convolutions in ResNet with 3D convolutions.
This network results in a total depth of 33 with 13 convolutional LSTM layers, a fully-
connected LSTM layer, a fully-connected output layer, one large-kernel 2D convolution layer,
and the remaining layers being 2D convolutions with kernels of size 1.
Figure 6.9: A residual based network incorporating convolutional LSTM layers for the
purpose of action recognition. Each Res ConvLSTM layer is made up of multiple
sub-blocks. Sublock A (seen in Figure 7.6) is when spatial downsampling is needed.
Sublock B (seen in Figure 7.7) is used for all other cases. The output dimensions are
shown in the margins.
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6.5 Training
The networks are trained using stochastic gradient descent with Nesterov Momentum on a
NVIDIA Titan X GPU. The learning rate is initialized to 0.002 with momentum of 0.9 and
a weight decay rate of 1 · 10−5.
The VGG-based model from Section 6.4.1 maxes out the GPU memory (12GB) with a
batch size of 30 and a TBP length of 6. Training on sequences of length 12 takes approxi-
mately 6 seconds per batch equating to roughly 13 hours per epoch. Total training time is
around 22 days for 40 epochs.
The ResNet-based model from Section 6.4.2 is trained with a TBP length of 5 on sequences
of length 15 (0.5s) for 25 epochs, a TBP of 10 on sequences of length 30 (1.0s) for 25 epochs,
and a TBP of 10 on sequences of length 40 for 10 epochs. Training takes approximately 28
days for the 60 total epochs.
Dropout with a ratio of 0.7 is used after the average pooling layer and after the LSTM
layer. Recurrent Batch Normalization[68] is necessary for testing with the performance being
considerably worse without it. Data augmentation includes randomly cropping between 70%
and 100% of each side before being resized to the 192×192 input (implying the aspect ratio is
not maintained), randomly adjusting the brightness between −15 and 15, randomly rotating
between −15◦ and 15◦ and random flipping. For a single sequence, all frames are augmented
in the same way.
The internal state is not reset between batches. Training is performed on random subse-
quences much shorter than the full length of 300 (10s). When the state is reset after each
batch during training, the model performs worse during testing considering the internal cell
state never has to deal with such long sequences. Instead, the intent is create a model capa-
ble of learning a series of sub-actions and the ability to rapidly change its prediction based
on any drastic changes during the video (which happens during training in between every
batch). During testing, the network could be continuously run for the full sequence of length
300 and the accumulated prediction from these sub-actions make up a full action.
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Table 6.1: Results comparing the performance on the Kinetics dataset for action
recognition. The last four models are from the work done here.
ImageNet
Pretraining? Top-1 Top-5 Avg
2DResNet50+LSTM [47] yes 57.0% 79.0% 68.0%
Flow-Stream [47] yes 49.5% 71.9% 60.7%
Two-Stream [47] yes 61.0% 81.3% 71.2%
C3D [47] no 56.1% 79.5% 67.8%
I3D RGB [51] yes 68.4% 88.0% 78.2%
Two-Stream I3D [51] yes 71.6% 90.0% 80.8%
3D ResNet34 [48] no 60.1% 81.9% 71.0%
Inception-ResNet-v2 RGB [52] yes 73.0% 90.9% 82.0%
Inception-ResNet-v2 Ensemble [52] yes 81.5% 95.6% 88.6%
VGG ConvLSTM no 41.0% 68.3% 54.7%
ResNet ConvLSTM no 58.3% 82.0% 70.2%
2DResNet50 yes 56.5% 80.6% 68.6%
2DResNet50+ResNet ConvLSTM yes/no 60.5% 83.8% 72.2%
6.6 Results
The results are summarized in Table 6.1. The VGG-based convolutional LSTM model began
heavily overfitting early in training and achieved only 54.7% average accuracy. The network
has far too many parameters with the bulk of them being used late in the network on a very
small resolution.
The ResNet-based convolutional LSTM model achieved 70.2% average accuracy, compara-
ble to the three baseline models provided in [47]. [48] performed similar research by replacing
the 2D convolutions with 3D convolutions in various ResNet architectures. The results for
3D ResNet34 are slightly better than the convolutional LSTM ResNet (71.0% vs 70.2%).
There is a decently sized increase in performance when the convolutional LSTM ResNet is
combined with an ImageNet pretrained ResNet50 signifying the difference in features learned
by both models. This may be similar to the increase in performance when combining the
flow stream with the spatial stream for two-stream networks.
Although the encoder/decoder network showed promising results (Figure 6.7) for frame
prediction, the classification network utilizing the pretrained encoder performed slightly
worse. There are many potential explanations for this performance. A lot of the videos
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actually have very little movement, especially over the span of only 15 frames. There is
also a large portion of the movement within the videos due to camera motion. This may
cause the network to focus on irrelevant details while neglecting the important still image
features. The spatial features are significantly important for this dataset demonstrated by
the 82.0% average accuracy from RGB frames processed alone with an Inception-ResNet-v2
[52] model. The results are more understandable (60.7% vs 54.7% average accuracy) when
compared with the just the flow stream network from [47]. Additionally, the convolutional
LSTM ResNet model was retrained processing only every third frame as opposed to every
frame. Performance was roughly the same indicating the relative importance of the spatial
features for Kinetics over the actual movement.
6.7 Closing Remarks
Spatiotemporal Features
The spatial information remains most important in this particular domain. This has two
impacts: (i) Although the convolutional LSTM models perform similarly to 3D convolutions,
they are computationally more expensive and difficult to train. The benefits of convolutional
LSTM models illustrated in Chapter 5 are simply unseen. (ii) Pretraining on ImageNet
provides a substantial enough boost for methods seeking purely high performance to focus on
utilizing 3D modifications of 2D networks. It remains difficult to design novel spatiotemporal
models substantial enough in size for high performance without overfitting. As datasets grow
in size, this balance will shift.
Undertraining Frame Prediction
The convolutional LSTM encoder/decoder network for frame prediction halted training once
there were no noticeable improvements in the loss function. After taking into consideration
the new and larger pretrained language models discussed in Section 3.2.3, its likely the frame
prediction model is undertrained. These language models require multiple months of total
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GPU training time indicating a relatively slow convergence rate. It is not unreasonable to
assume pretraining large video models would have comparably slow convergence rates. Seeing
no noticeable improvements in the span of a few hours of training remains a poor method
to halt training if the total training scheme ultimately requires hundreds or thousands of
errors.
Optical Flow
It remains unsatisfying for optical flow frames to be used as a separate input to two-stream
networks and experience a performance boost. Optical flow pre-processing can be viewed
as a feature engineering technique. With the history of deep learning discussed in Chapter
3, models operating directly on the low-level input without feature engineering demonstrate
greater performance. As optical flow is a convolution based approach which should be
directly learnable during training indicates the 3D CNN networks for video may either be
biased heavily towards the spatial features or they may not be capable of estimating the
optical flow function due to its handling of spatiotemporal features. As a basic ResNet-
50 model experiences a performance boost when combined with the convolutional LSTM
model similar to the perfromance boost seen by the two-stream network, convolutional LSTM
models show promise for being capable of representing optical flow. This is further supported
if the frame prediction model is undertrained as discussed above. The model may be capable





7.1.1 Lipreading in the Wild (LRW)
The Lip Reading in the Wild (LRW) [55] dataset consists of 500,000 videos with 29 frames
each taken from BBC TV broadcasts. There are 500 target words (1,000 videos for each
word) with 50 videos of each word for the validation set and 50 videos of each word for the
test set. Due to the clips being slightly over 1 second long, very often there are context words
surrounding the target word. Although there are ambiguous classes within the dataset (e.g.
“weather” and “whether”), it is sometimes possible to distinguish between these based on
the small amount of surrounding context. The videos are centered on the speaker with the
speaker facing the camera.
7.1.2 Lipreading Sentences in the Wild (LRS2/LRS3-TED)
The LRW dataset has a constrained vocabulary with fixed input size making it a well struc-
tured sequence classification problem. Lipreading becomes more difficult with an uncon-
strained vocabulary and variable length sequences. The Lip Reading Sentences (LRS) [69]
dataset contains 118,000 sentences with a total of 17,428 unique words. The training set
contains 16,501 unique words with the test set containing 6,882 words. There are words in
the test set not seen in the training set. Additionally, the face direction is no longer con-
strained to facing the camera. There are moments of off-angle views up to 90◦(side profile).
The original LRS dataset is unreleased to the public due to licensing issues and a slightly
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smaller LRS2 dataset [70] is used in its place. The LRS3-TED [71] dataset, similar in struc-
ture to LRS2, is made from TED talks as opposed to BBC TV Broadcasts and is roughly
twice as large as LRS2.
7.2 Related Work
The original LRW[55] paper discussed the creation of the dataset and tested multiple vari-
ations of the VGG-M model (seen in Figure 7.1). Their highest performing model (seen
in Figure 7.2) processed each frame of the video with a 2D convolution before concatenat-
ing the outputs allowing the remainder of the spatial processing to have access to the full
temporal receptive field. This outperformed the networks utilizing 3D convolutions which
gradually increased the spatial and temporal receptive fields as the input passed deeper into
the network.
Figure 7.1: Modified versions of this VGG-M architecture were explored for lipreading in
[55]
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Figure 7.2: Original model setting the benchmark with the release of the LRW dataset at
61.1% accuracy. A multitower (MT) structure is apparent due to processing each frame
individually with a 2D convolution before concatenating the features for temporal
processing.
The original LRS[69] paper used a similar VGG-M based model except it limited visual
the front-end of the network to a temporal receptive field of five. This network acted as
a sliding window across the sequence providing a separate output at each timestep. Long-
term temporal information was managed by using an LSTM encoder-decoder network with
an attention mechanism[72] to spell words one character at a time. After training, the
model was fine-tuned on the LRW dataset and it achieved an accuracy of 76.2%. The
15.1% improvement over the model in Figure 7.2 is due to some combination of the different
temporal receptive field and the extra training data from the LRS dataset.
[73] replaced the VGG-M portion of the network with the deeper 34-layer ResNet[24].
This network is separated into three parts: a spatiotemporal front-end made up of a 3D
convolution with a temporal kernel of size five, ResNet34 for processing the remaining spatial
information, and a bidirectional LSTM[74] for handling long-term temporal features. It was
state of the art with 83.0% before being surpassed by a model replacing ResNet34 with
ResNet18[54] achieving 84.3%. The model is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Current state of the art from [73] achieving 83.0% accuracy on the LRW
dataset. The spatiotemporal front-end uses a 3D convolution before being passed into a
34-layer ResNet. The output is then fed into a bidirectional LSTM for classification.
[75] uses the same 3D convolution with ResNet34 architecture described above as the
spatiotemporal front-end while testing three different back-end models for sequence tran-
scription on the LRS2 dataset. The self-attention based Transformer [34] outperformed
both a fully convolutional back-end and a bidirectional LSTM back-end. The LR3-TED
dataset [71] has recently been released and is roughly twice as large as the LRS2 dataset.
[70] is a continuation of the work in [75] on this larger dataset and compares the perfor-
mance of the Transformer back-end when trained as a seq2seq [33] model versus training
with the CTC loss [76]. The seq2seq Transformer sets the benchmark at 48.3% word error
rate (WER) for LRS2 and 58.9% WER for LRS3-TED.
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It is important to note the above lipreading sentences models all use the same 3D+ResNet34
spatiotemporal front-end (current state of the art on the LRW dataset) and they only com-
pare back-end performance. The front-end model is pretrained on short sequences from
the LRW and LRS datasets using the technique from [77]. The back-end is then trained
on extracted frozen features from the spatiotemporal front-end. The results illustrate the
importance of surrounding context and language modeling when lipreading sentences. [70]
shows over a 12% reduction in WER when testing on phrases containing more than three
words. The Transformer model contains over three times as many parameters (65 million)
as the spatiotemporal front-end (21 million). The focus remained primarily on the long-term
temporal context and no improved results were reported for the LRW dataset.
This is mentioned to emphasize the convolutional LSTM models explored here can be used
in conjunction with these techniques by swapping out the spatiotemporal front-end. The
back-end performance when transcribing longer sentences is directly related to the ability of
the spatiotemporal front-end to extract high-quality features.
7.3 Models
7.3.1 VGG-M with Convolutional LSTMs
As a baseline for comparison, the first convolutional LSTM model is based on the VGG-M
architecture seen in Figure 7.1. The number of output channels for the feature maps has been
slightly reduced to compensate for the larger number of weights in a convolutional LSTM
layer. The first layer is a regular 2D convolution which matches the design of the highest
performing multitower (MT) model from [55] as shown in Figure 7.2. Batch normalization
[23] and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) were applied after every layer. The model is shown
in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Baseline convolutional LSTM architecture modeled after the VGG-M
architecture used in [55].
7.3.2 ResNet with Convolutional LSTMs
Similar to section 6.4.2, a ResNet model with convolutional LSTMs can be used to increase
depth, decrease the total number of parameters, and increase performance.
There are two variants. The first is used with an LSTM layer when training on the LRW
dataset in place of the attention mechanism seen in Figure 7.5. The attention network [72]
is used when training on the LRS2 dataset. The convolutional LSTM based ResNet model
has 14.5 million parameters. The bidirectional version has 29 million parameters which is
roughly equivalent to the 23.5 million parameters in the current top performing model shown
in Figure 7.3. There are 48 total layers: 14 3x3 convolutional LSTMs, 4 1x1 convolutional
LSTMs, 28 1x1 2D convolutions, and 1 LSTM before the final output layer.
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Figure 7.5: A residual based network incorporating convolutional LSTM layers for
lipreading. Each Res ConvLSTM layer is made up of multiple sub-blocks. Sublock A
(seen in Figure 7.6) is when spatial downsampling is needed. Sublock B (seen in Figure
7.7) is used for all other cases. The output dimensions are shown in the margins.
7.3.3 Reduced ResNet ConvLSTM
The importance of temporal information in the context of lipreading varies depending on
the spatial scale within the network. The model in Figure 7.5 is modified by replacing select
convolutional LSTMs determined to be irrelevant by the sensitivity analysis (see Section 7.7)
with 2D convolutions. This reduces both the number of parameters and total computation
without losing the necessary representation power for high performance. The convolutional
LSTM layers at scales 12×12 and 6×6 are replaced due to the hidden-to-hidden connections
providing relatively small amounts of useful information here. The 3 × 3 scale is removed
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Figure 7.6: Block type A contains two convolutional LSTM layers with one of them in the
path of the skip connection. This block has a stride of 2 reducing the spatial dimensions by
half.
Figure 7.7: The second type of residual block contains one ConvLSTM layer with an open
skip connection.
due to the temporal back-end’s ability to capture the long-term context after the spatial
resolution has been fully collapsed.
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7.3.4 Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC)
Due to the unconstrained vocabulary of the LRS2 dataset, the network is modified to output
a character as well as the one additional blank token necessary for using the CTC loss [76].
With this setup, the model learns to spell words one character at a time.
7.4 Training for Lipreading Words
A random crop around the mouth between 48 and 68 pixels is attained for each frame. This
is resized to a 48x48 input. Note this crop is less than half the size of the 112x112 crop
used in [55][69][73][70][75]. This reduction in input size greatly reduces the GPU memory
overhead and reduces the computation to a manageable amount while still maintaining
enough detail to achieve high performance. During training, the input frames are randomly
flipped, randomly rotated +/- 10 degrees, and have the brightness adjusted randomly by
+/- 10%. The model is also trained on random subsequences of length 24 as opposed
to the full 29 frames. The word boundaries are unknown but this worked well to reduce
overfitting. Dropout for recurrent neural networks [78] was used with p = 0.5 before the
final fully connected LSTM layer as an additional form of regularization. This means the
same dropout mask was used for the entire sequence as opposed to the mask being generated
independently at each timestep.
The internal cell states ct and the hidden states ht are reset to 0 for each layer before
processing a new sequence. The model produces an output after every timestep with the
loss function applied to each one. Although the word can almost certainly not be correctly
identified early in the sequence, this allows the use of truncated backpropagation. The
loss is calculated and backpropagation is performed every 8 timesteps. This does not mean
temporal features longer than 8 frames cannot be learned. The internal cell states and hidden
states still carry old information even after the gradients are calculated. Backpropagation
is performed three times per sequence with the parameter update happening only once at
the end of the sequence. The GPU memory use scales linearly with the length of truncated
backpropagation meaning the batch size can be increased for faster training.
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Both the VGG-M based convolutional LSTM model and the ResNet based convolutional
LSTM model took approximately three weeks to train with PyTorch [79] on a NVIDIA
Titan X GPU. The network was trained using Adam [65] with stochastic gradient descent.
An initial learning rate of 1e−4 was used and reduced whenever performance on the validation
set stopped progressing. Near the end of training, the sequence length was stepped up from
24 frames to the full 29 frames in order to allow the model to take more advantage of the
context. This increased performance by 2%-3%.
A bidirectional version of the ResNet based model was trained as well. However, they
were not trained simultaneously and the reverse direction network was initialized with the
already trained forward direction network. The network rapidly learned the reverse sequences
and increased the accuracy by 1.9% when tested in conjunction with the forward direction
network.
7.5 Training for Lipreading Sentences
As mentioned in section 7.3.2, the output of the ResNet based convolutional LSTM was
modified to predict characters in order to leverage additional training with the LRS2 dataset.
The CTC loss function is calculated with the full sequence output without truncated back
propagation. The increase in GPU memory use from this limits the model to a batch size of
20 when the sequence length is 24. Gradient clipping [80] was set to 5.0. This was necessary
due to the occasionally large gradients.
Curriculum learning is used to speed up training and has been shown to improve results
[81][69]. The pretraining dataset contains labeled word boundaries. Training began on
subsequences of length 8. This was gradually increased until a sequence length of 24. After
training for approximately two weeks, learning slowed significantly. The model was then
fine-tuned on the LRW dataset. This took approximately two more weeks. The trained
model was used to initialize and train a reverse direction network just as was done in section
7.4.
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Table 7.1: Results comparing the performance on the LRW dataset. The Bidirectional
ResNet with convolutional LSTMs achieves comparable results with the current state of
the art. Pretraining on more data improves results significantly.
Pretraining? Top-1 Top-5 Top-10
VGG-M Multitower [55] no 61.1% - 90.4%
VGG-M+LSTM [69] LRS 76.2% - -
2D+ResNet34+Conv [73] no 69.6% 90.4% 94.8%
3D+ResNet34+Conv [73] no 74.6% 93.4% 96.5%
3D+ResNet34+BiLSTM [73] no 83.0% 96.3% 98.3%
3D+ResNet18+BiLSTM [54] no 84.3% - -
VGG-M ConvLSTM no 73.1% 92.5% 96.7%
ResNet ConvLSTM no 81.5% 96.1% 98.2%
ResNet BiConvLSTM no 83.4% 96.8% 98.5%
ResNet BiConvLSTM LRS2 85.2% 97.4% 98.9%
Reduced ResNet BiConvLSTM LRS2+LRS3 87.1% 97.7% 98.9%
7.6 Results
During inference, three crops of size 48x48, 56x56, and 64x64 with their flipped counterparts
(six transformations total) are passed through the network with the outputs averaged for
the final prediction. The results are summarized in Table ??. The bottom four entries are
the convolutional LSTM models trained here.
Convolutional LSTMs see the same improvements as 2D convolutions see with image
classification (and 3D convolutions see with action recognition [48]) when upgrading from
architectures like VGG to ResNet.
The 3D+ResNet34+BiLSTM model from [73] demonstrates the importance of capturing
both the short-term spatiotemporal dynamics by using a 3D convolution early in the network
(+5.0%) as well as the long-term context by using a bidirectional LSTM late in the network
(+8.4%). The ResNet BiConvLSTM was able to slightly outperform the above (83.4% vs.
83.0%) without requiring special consideration for the placement of the temporally capable
layers although this does fall short of the current state of the art[54] set at 84.3% which
utilizes a ResNet18 architecture in place of Resnet34.
Words with the highest and lowest classification rates are shown in Table 7.2. Words with
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Table 7.2: Top 10 best and worst performing classes. Eighteen of the words were perfectly
classified.
WESTMINSTER 100% THINK 50%
INVESTMENT 100% UNDER 52%
CAMERON 100% UNTIL 52%
CAMPAIGN 100% THERE 54%
THOUSANDS 100% COULD 56%
INVESTMENT 100% MAKES 56%
CAMERON 100% SPENT 56%
ISLAMIC 100% ASKED 56%
WESTMINSTER 100% MIGHT 56%
PRIVATE 100% THESE 56%











three or four syllables had an accuracy of 90.3% while words with one syllable had an accu-
racy of 79.4%. The network may not need to recognize the entirety of the word with multiple
syllable words providing more opportunities for the classifier to correctly discriminate. The
most confused words shown in Table 7.3 all share features with less opportunity for dis-
crimination. Due to the unknown word boundaries, it may be difficult for the classifier to
correctly disentangle features belonging to the context words versus the target word making
misclassifications of single syllable words and these similar words more likely. However, the
context can be helpful. This explains how homophones like “weather” and “whether” have
classification rates of 82% and 92%.
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7.7 Spatiotemporal Features Sensitivity Analysis
The internal cell/hidden states are reset to 0 before processing a new sequence indicating the
outputs from convolutional LSTM layers for the first frame have no prior information. The
relative importance of temporal information at various spatial resolutions can be explored
by artificially resetting the internal states during processing to cause these layers to respond
as if they have no context.
The performance on a random subset of 5000 video sequences from the validation set is
used as the metric for determining the importance of a particular spatiotemporal scale. Every
T frames for T = {1, 3, 5, 10, 15}, the convolutional LSTMs at a single spatial scale are reset
to 0 with all other layers operating normally. The relative performance compared to normal
operation is shown in Figure 7.8. The layers at s/4 perform relatively well even when the
internal state is reset every frame. The temporal connections are essentially unused. There
is a gap between the high resolution, short-term dynamics learned at s/2 and the long-term
context deeper in the network. A network of stacked 3D convolutions is not naturally geared
for these spatiotemporal gaps considering they gradually extend the temporal receptive field.
This may help explain the 3D VGG-M model’s poor performance relative to its multitower
2D counterpart in [55] as well as why the 3D+ResNet+BiLSTM [54, 73] performs so well
due to the 2D ResNet being placed within this gap. This also sheds light on the similar
performance of ResNet BiConvLSTM with 3D+ResNet+BiLSTM considering it converged
to nearly the same model.
7.8 Closing Remarks
Importance of Data
The convolutional LSTM models trained here increase the state of the art to 85.2% when
pretrained on LRS2 and 87.1% when pretrained on LRS2 and LRS3-TED. Although there
is value in comparing performance of various spatiotemporal techniques on a dataset like
LRW, there remain concerns about the strength of conclusions that can be drawn. The
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Figure 7.8: Relative drop in performance when convolutional LSTM internal state is reset
every T frames at particular spatial scales.
relative difference in performance when utilizing additional data is significantly larger than
the differences in performance between techniques. The Reduced ResNet BiConvLSTM
model pretrained on LRS2 (195 hours) and LRS3 (444 hours) is used to extract features
from LRW (165 hours) to fine-tune the temporal back-end. The back-end model is trained
on reduced portions of the LRW dataset with the test accuracies shown in Figure 7.9. Even
with high-quality spatiotemporal features from a model pretrained on nearly 4× the amount
of data, performance is heavily affected by the proportion of training data used. All of the
models heavily overfit and easily achieve above 99% accuracy on the training set.
With the back-end prone to overfitting, it is difficult to imagine training a highly complex,
spatiotemporal front-end to its full potential. Although Section 7.7 provides a possible
explanation for the similarity in performance between competing models, there is potentially
not enough data to appropriately train such models for a fair comparison. This is further
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Figure 7.9: Test accuracy on LRW after fine-tuning only the temporal back-end on a
subset of the LRW training set.
supported by the results from [82]. Their model takes one month to train with 64 GPUs
on a massive internal dataset of 3,886 hours and outperforms the benchmark for LRS3-
TED even without any fine-tuning. With such drastic dataset size increases, the cost for
hyperparameter/architecture tuning is prohibitive.
Utilizing Convolutional LSTMs for Design Insights
Convolutional LSTMs may be beneficial from a design perspective allowing a quick approach
for new applications when knowledge of the relevant spatiotemporal features is unknown
ahead of time. It is easier to let the network figure out what is relevant from the data as
opposed to designing the network a particular way. However, if features at a particular scale
do not exist for the true underlying distribution, these additional connections simply provide
more opportunity for the model to overfit. For this reason, it may still be beneficial to utilize
a convolutional LSTM for discovering what features are important followed by specifically
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designing a network capable of handling only these specific features. For this particular task
of lipreading, it seems the 3D+ResNet+BiLSTM model happens to naturally fit the features
existing within the dataset.
This is further illustrated by the performance of the Reduced ResNet Convolutional LSTM
model presented in Section 7.3.3. Based on the spatiotemporal sensitivity analysis in Section
7.7, non-consequential convolutional LSTM layers were replaced with 2D convolutions. This




A deep convolutional LSTM model, the first of its kind, is successfully trained and achieves
competitive performance for the Lip Reading in the Wild (LRW) dataset. The network is
shown to have successfully learned relevant spatiotemporal features from the data without
having to specifically cater the design of the network for the specific problem. The sensi-
tivity analysis provides a technique for discovering relevant spatiotemporal features and it
was demonstrated how this can facilitate the architecture design process when approach-
ing new spatiotemporal problems. The design of the other top performing network, the
3D+ResNet+BiLSTM model[54, 73], is supported by this sensitivity analysis as the convo-
lutional LSTM model effectively operates with an identical spatiotemporal receptive field.
The Convolutional LSTM model essentially converged to its competitive counterpart. Ad-
ditionally, the benefits of using improved convolutional architectures like ResNet over VGG
are apparent for Convolutional LSTMs just as they have been shown in the past for 2D and
3D convolutions[48]. This remains important as it indicates a high likelihood convolutional
LSTMs will benefit from the continued progress in image processing with 2D architectures.
The experiments discussed in Chapter 5 provide valuable insight into the impact of archi-
tecture design on spatiotemporal learning. Although it is possible for 2D CNNs to encode the
high-resolution spatial information into the depth dimension for later temporal processing,
it remains advantageous to utilize spatiotemporal building blocks directly. The additional
connections provide the handling of the temporal information earlier in the network. Con-
volutional LSTMs were shown to perform well on all tasks with the ability to learn a wide
range of spatiotemporal features with 3D convolutions possessing an inherent bias towards
particular sets of spatiotemporal features. This bias does not imply the use of convolutional
LSTMs should have precedence over the use of 3D convolutions. The extra capabilities may
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be irrelevant in many real datasets and simply provide an increased possibility of overfit-
ting. The experiments are naturally limited due to the 2D nature of hand-written digits as
opposed to real videos containing 2D projections of 3D objects.
Additionally, the differences between architectures were only pronounced on task #3.
There may exist a wide array of tasks where well-designed 3D CNNs perform well. This
is supported by the experiments carried out in Chapter 6 with action recognition. With
the impact of the spatial features outweighing the temporal features, the added abilities of
convolutional LSTMs proved to be more of a hindrance considering their tendency to overfit
along with larger computational costs.
8.1 Future Work
8.1.1 Spatiotemporal Decomposition
Recent work in [83] proposes the decomposition of the spatial and temporal components
of 3D convolutions. A 3D convolution operation with a kernel of size (kh,kw,kt) can be
separated into two successive 3D convolution operations with kernels (kh,kw,1) and (1,1,kt).
That is, the 3D operation is replaced with the appropriately named (2+1)D operation: a
2D spatial convolution followed by a 1D temporal convolution. With this decomposition, a
network made with (2+1)D convolutions has the same spatiotemporal receptive field as a 3D
CNN. Experiments carried out on the Kinetics dataset demonstrated a ResNet based (2+1)D
architecture attains a 3.0-3.8% accuracy gain over a 3D ResNet model. The authors suggest
two possible explanations for the improved performance: (i) The decomposition provides an
additional nonlinear rectification between the operations increasing the representation power
of the network and (ii) the decomposition may facilitate optimization considering there is
an increase not only test accuracy, but training accuracy as well.
This technique has become common practice with (2+1)D convolutions often replacing
3D convolutions. However, it still faces the same limitations as a 3D CNN in terms of its
spatiotemporal receptive field. The technique can be adapted easily to the convolutional
LSTM architectures described in this work. A convolutional LSTM layer has multiple 2D
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convolutions operating on the current input as well as the hidden-to-hidden feature map.
This could be replaced with a single 2D convolution layer followed by a convolutional LSTM
containing 1x1 kernel operations on the current input with 3x3 kernels operating only on
the hidden-to-hidden feature map. This will increase the number of nonlinear rectification
operations and has the possibility of facilitating optimization just as it did when replacing
3D convolutions with the (2+1)D operation. There may even be a greater benefit to Convo-
lutional LSTMs from optimization improvements due to its greater spatiotemporal receptive
field.
Figure 8.1: (a) SRTG gate states. The gates can be inactive or active. When inactive, main
stream and LSTM stream are fused. When active, the output is determined by the Temporal
Gate and is either the fused result (open gate) or only the main stream (close state). (b) SRTG
configuration options. Similar to Residual Networks, we distinguish between Simple blocks with
two conv operations and Bottleneck blocks with three conv operations. Image and caption from
[84].
This is further supported by the recent work in [84] which introduces Squeeze and Re-
cursion Temporal Gates (SRTG). SRTG blocks include an LSTM layer and the experiments
use them within ResNet 3D CNNs and ResNet (2+1)D CNNs (shown in Figure 8.1) which
greatly improves performance. It is interesting to note the improvement when included into
a 3D CNN already capable of learning spatiotemporal features considering the LSTM unit
will now increase the spatiotemporal receptive field. The experiments discussed in Chapter
5 demonstrating the spatiotemporal bias of 3D CNNs may, in fact, be quite impactful when
training on real datasets.
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8.1.2 Additional Datasets
There have been a variety of new large-scale video datasets since the work carried out in
Chapters 6 and 7.
• Action Recognition
– Kinetics-700[45] is an extension of the Kinetics dataset (246k training clips)[47]
nearly twice as large with 545K training clips
– Human Action Clips and Segments (HACS)[85] consists of 1.5 million annotated
clips with experiments showing HACS outperforms other datasets when used a
pretraining source
– Moments in Time[86] contains 1 million three second clips for 339 classes.
– Something-Something[87][88] contains 220K clips from 14 classes
• Lipreading
– LRW-1000[89] has 718K clips with 1000 classes corresponding to syllables of a
Mandarin word composed of one or more Chinese characters.
– VoxCeleb2[90] contains 1.1 million utterances.
The importance of data, discussed in Section 7.8, showed even after pretraining lipreading
models on the LRS2 (195 hours) and LRS3 (444 hours) datasets, the model still heavily
overfits the LRW (165 hours) dataset. With the addition of LRW-1000 and VoxCeleb2, the
extra capabilities of Convolutional LSTMs can be put to the test.
The original Kinetics dataset used in Chapter 6 contained about 680 hours of footage. The
additional action recognition datasets not only drastically increase the total hours but greatly
increase the variety and difficulty of the classification categories. Convolutional LSTMs can
be used to discuss how the spatiotemporal features differ between datasets. Should they vary
significantly, it may be worthwhile to (i) see if a single convolutional LSTM architecture can
appropriately adapt and learn all of them as well as (ii) see if the spatiotemporal sensitivity
analysis can facilitate the design of high-performing architectures for each individual dataset.
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8.1.3 Frame Prediction for Unsupervised Learning
Being able train spatiotemporal networks in an unsupervised fashion could potentially cap-
ture the same benefits the field of NLP has experienced with language modeling as discussed
in Section 3.2.1. Section 6.7 mentions the convolutional LSTM model for predicting the next
frame (discussed in Section 6.3) almost certainly is undertrained as well as the unsatisfy-
ing nature of two-stream networks experiencing a boost in performance from preprocessed
optical flow. With the additional datasets from Section 8.1.2 and the ability to adapt convo-
lutional LSTMs with the new techniques from Section 8.1.1, this remains a promising area
of study.
Recently, [49] introduced SlowFast networks which remain state of the art for the Kinetics
dataset when no additional data is used for pretraining. The architecture (shown in Figure
8.2 uses two pathways with lateral connections to connect them. (2+1)D[83] networks. There
is a low frame rate, low temporal resolution Slow pathway and a high frame, high temporal
solution Fast pathway. Both pathways utilize (2+1)D[83] networks. The Fast pathway has
1
8
the number of channels as the Slow pathway.
Figure 8.2: SlowFast architecture from [49].
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The experiments in Chapter 6 demonstrate the relative importance of the spatial features
in the Kinetics dataset considering the high performance of single frame 2D CNNs pretrained
on ImageNet. The Slow pathway exploits this by containing the bulk of the weights in the
network in this pathway and by using a low frame rate to ensure a substantial degree of
movement between frames. The Fast pathway is meant to capture the rapid motion (in place
of optical flow preprocessing) with a high frame rate and uses significantly fewer weights.
By constructing the model in such a way, the computational costs are reduced while still
maintaining the ability to learn the necessary features.
The key aspect remains the relatively small number of channels in the Fast pathway.
The experiments carried out with convolutional LSTMs for frame prediction faced problems
during the setup due to computational constraints and GPU memory constraints. This
caused (i) the truncated backpropagation length to be limited to three frames, (ii) the
encoder to be shallow with only three layers, and (iii) the use of temporally strided operations
to drastically reduce the spatial resolution. However, the convolutional LSTM encoder (see
Figure 6.6) has more channels than the Fast pathway. By significantly reducing the number
of channels, the encoder could contain more layers, maintain a higher spatial resolution and
use a larger truncated backpropagation for higher quality gradients during training. With
these changes, it is reasonable to expect improved performance.
8.1.4 Video Transformer
Although LSTMs can theoretically cycle information indefinitely, this capability is not seen
in practice. Experiments carried out in [91] demonstrate contextual limitations based on two
synthetic tasks; the adding problem and the copy memory problem. The adding problem
consists of a sequence with two dimensions. The first dimension is randomly chosen to be
0 or 1. The second dimension is all 0s with two non-zero elements. The desired output at
each timestep is the sum of the values in the second dimension. The copy memory task uses
an input made up of three separate parts: (i) ten digits randomly selected from 1, 2, ..., 8
followed by (ii) a long string of 0s followed by (iii) eleven entries of the digit 9. The network
must generate a sequence of the same length with 0s everywhere except the last ten elements
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which must repeat the first ten input digits. LSTMs perform no better than random guessing
on either task for sequences larger than 500.
In regards to learning video sequences, this limitation is currently inconsequential. This
is a much larger context length than what is used by any currently existing video-based
architecture. Due to GPU memory limitations, the video context is usually around a second
long or 30 frames. Even the moving MNIST experiments in Chapter 5, with relatively small
48x48 pixel inputs, could only use sequences of length 48 before experiencing problems due
to computational constraints. The convolutional LSTM remains effective for learning these
short-term temporal dependencies in video sequences. As computation improves, experi-
ments for learning much longer sequence dependencies can be explored.
Figure 8.3: The Vision Transformer (VIT)[92] learns from a sequence of 16x16 pixel patches.
The model is capable of learning spatially-distant relationships in the original image early in the
network unlike 2D CNNs.
However, should computation improve to allow such experimentation, the progression of
natural language processing (see Section 3.2.1) suggests the use of a Transformer[34] may
be the wiser choice. In order for LSTMs to remember information over a span of length
T , backpropagation must pass the gradient through at least T non-linear operations during
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training. This is believed to be the primary barrier for learning long-term dependencies. By
directly employing direct connections between all inputs, the maximum path length between
any temporal dependencies with a Transformer is only 1. In practice, this is shown to work
significantly better for learning NLP tasks which can contain temporal dependencies even
larger than 1000 inputs. The reason for utilizing convolutional LSTMs in this work as
opposed to a video-based Transformer is entirely due to current computational constraints
and the significant amount of data necessary to train Transformer successfully.
In fact, very recent work introduces the Vision Transformer (ViT) [92] which treats an
image as a sequence of 16x16 pixel patches (see Figure [?]). ViT replaces 2D convolutions for
spatial processing by utilizing a Transformer to operate directly on learned patch embeddings
in the same fashion as applying Transformers to word embeddings for NLP tasks. As opposed
to CNNs which have a limited spatial receptive field, the ViT model is capable of learning
relationships between distant patches early in the network (see Figure 8.4). The vision
transformer achieves comparable accuracy to top-performing CNNs for image-based tasks
but is only able to achieve such performance when trained on over 300 million images for a
total of 2.5K total GPU days.
This may be an important step towards a universal video architecture. Top perform-
ing NLP models like GPT-3[38] employ the self-attention Transformer over the temporal
dimension while ViT demonstrates benefits to employing the Transformer over the spatial
dimension. It is reasonable to suspect a video-based Transformer operating on video patch
embeddings would experience a large increase in performance without the need to specifically
consider spatiotemporal receptive field limitations as long as there is a substantial enough
dataset to train such a highly-capable model on.
8.2 Future Considerations
8.2.1 Datasets and Ability to Generalize
In Section 7.8, the performance of convolutional LSTMs for lipreading were shown to de-
pend heavily on the amount of data. By pretraining on an additional 639 hours of footage
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Figure 8.4: The Vision Transformer (VIT)[92] is shown to learn spatial features separated by
large distances even early on the network. 2D CNNs are incapable of learning such features due
to their gradually growing spatial receptive field.
(LRS2+LRS3), performance increased from 83.4% to 87.1% on the LRW dataset which con-
tains 165 hours of footage. Figure 7.9 indicates that when fine-tuning the model on subsets
of the LRW data ranging from 20% to 100%, the model varies up to 5% in performance. This
variation is significantly larger than any variations of performance between models. With
performance so heavily dictated by dataset size, is it reasonable to judge the capabilities of
various spatiotemporal techniques based on their performance here? Given the progression
of language modeling discussed in Section 3.2.1, making the leap from fixed content models
to convolutions to RNNs to Transformers was only possible with increased data. The more
complex models are actually worse when trained on less data.
The lipreading model in [82] is a relatively simple albeit large model with five layers
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of 3D convolution followed by three layers of bidirectional LSTMs. There are a total of
49 million parameters; roughly double the amount of the highest performing convolutional
LSTM model. The performance, however, is significantly greater. Is this model superior
or does it have more to do with training on the internal Google dataset of 3,886 hours of
footage; nearly 5× the amount used here?
An important aspect of lipreading performance is directly related to language modeling.
The results on the LRW dataset indicate the convolutional LSTM model has classification
rates of 82% and 92% for the homophones “weather” and “whether”. The distinction be-
tween homophones is only possible by utilizing contextual information which is the primary
goal of language modeling. By assuming an average speaking rate of 150 words per minute,
the total number of words in the Google lipreading dataset (3,886 hours) is approximately
35 million. On the other hand, the GPT-3[38] language model is trained on hundreds of
billions of words or 10,000× more words than the lipreading dataset. Does this mean lipread-
ing datasets are significantly smaller than necessary considering it must also deal with the
variation of speech rate, mouth shapes, and speech patterns due to accents?
Recent advances in action recognition tell a similar a story. [93] trains state of the art
models on a new dataset containing 65 million videos; 100× larger than Kinetics. Depending
on the proportion of videos used for pretraining, performance improves log-linearly with
dataset size (shown in Figure 8.5). Additionally, this outperforms all previous spatiotemporal
networks indicating techniques like I3D[51], which utilize 2D CNNs pretrained on ImageNet,
were only necessary to make up for the lack of videos in action recognition datasets. The
authors believe model performance is limited by the amount of pretraining videos as well as
the limited temporal receptive field of 32 frames due to GPU memory constraints.
Images are arguably more complex than written language. Videos are even more complex
than images. The size of datasets and methods for pretraining seem to remain the highest
priority in regards to performance potentially limiting research directions exploring novel
spatiotemporal architectures.
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Figure 8.5: According to experiments from [93], performance on Kinetics improves log-linearly
with the size of the dataset for pretraining. The baseline model (orange) is trained solely on
Kinetics.
8.2.2 Network Size and Training Costs
The convolutional LSTM models trained in this work for action recognition and lipreading
took approximately one month to train on a single Nvidia Titan X GPU. With the continuing
increase in dataset sizes and model sizes, the cost of training such large models must be
considered.
SlowFast networks[49] are trained on Kinetics-400 utilizing a cluster of 128 GPUs with
a total batch size of 1024 (8 clips per GPU). Each model is trained for 60K iterations.
Although the total training time is not explicitly stated, by safely assuming 1-3 seconds per
iteration, training takes approximately 16-50 hours. This equates to 85-266 days of total
GPU time. Renting such large GPU clusters for training equates to $6K-$20K per model.
Recent state of the art action recognition networks[93] are trained on 100× more data (65
million videos) with an assumed large increase in computation. The work carried out in [82]
for training a 3D CNN on 3,886 hours of lipreading footage required one month of training
on a 64 GPU cluster or 1,920 total GPU days pushing the training costs to $144K.
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Based on the increasing size of NLP language models, expected compute time can be
expected to grow larger. The largest video model for action recognition, a 152 layer (2+1)D
ResNet model[93], contains 118 million parameters. GPT-3[38], with 175 billion parameters,
is roughly calculated to take 355 years to train on a single Nvidia V100 GPU at a cost of
roughly $4.6 million.
Alternatives to Novel Architectures
Creating new architectures requires a significant degree of comparisons between various
techniques along with a large ablation analysis. Achieving high-performance also requires
additional experimentation to determine a set of feasible hyperparameters for training. It is
not unreasonable to expect to need 10-20× the amount of time necessary to train a single
model to collect all of the necessary results. Before embarking on the pursuit of novel
architectures, it is important to assess the feasibility of such a plan.
There remain a significant number of alternative research directions. [94] explores the
creation of supplemental datasets to train video based architectures in a weakly-supervised
fashion with great performance. [56] attempts to train lipreading models without ground
truth data by utilizing Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) models trained on audio only.
By utilizing a cross-modal distillation method, state of the art results are achieved on LRS2
and LRS3 using only publicly available datasets with significantly reduced training times. As
its clear larger models and larger datasets will improve performance, it remains worthwhile
to pursue creative methods of training without labels as well as methods for reducing total
computation while maintaining a high representation power network capable of learning a
wide range of spatiotemporal features.
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